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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

An Experimental and Computational Investigation of Shock Effects
in Monocrystalline Copper
by
Buyang Cao
Doctor of Philosophy in Materials Science and Engineering
University of California, San Diego, 2006
Marc A. Meyers, Chair
Monocrystalline copper with orientations of [001] and [221] was subjected to
shock/recovery experiments at shock pressures of 30 GPa and 57 GPa at 90 K. The
microstructural evolution in both specimens was investigated by scanning electron
microscopy (Electron Channeling Contrast) and transmission electron microscopy. It
was found that the residual microstructures were dependent on orientation, pressure,
and heat generation and transfer during shock. At the same shock pressure, different
post-shocked microstructures formed in samples with different crystalline orientations.
This most likely is because they have different resolved shear stresses on their
crystalline planes, due to the different geometric relationship between the shock
propagation direction and the samples’ crystalline orientations.

xvii

The plate impact technique was compared with laser compression. They have
varying effects on the defect substructure because of the differences in pulse duration
which result in different amounts of heating during shock compression.
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations have been conducted to model the plate
impact of [001] and [221] monocrystalline copper at a wide range of shock pressures.
The initiation of defects and different dislocation structures has been generated due to
shock propagation in these two monocrystalline orientations. The orientation of the
defects generated is consistent with the microstructure observations. However, there is
a difference of several orders of magnitude between MD and experimental results. This
striking difference is consistent with other results presented in the literature. One of the
possible explanations is that the recovery observations do not reflect the true
configuration during shock compression.
The energetics of loop nucleation was analyzed, since they are the primary
sources of dislocations in the Meyers model. Two types of shear dislocation loops were
considered: perfect and partial dislocation loops. The calculations reveal a transition
from perfect dislocation loops at low pressure to partial dislocation loops. This agrees
with experimental results in shock compression, which show a clear transition from
dislocation cells (enabled by cross slip and relaxation of perfect dislocation) to
stacking-fault packet at higher pressures, produced from the expansion of partial
dislocation loops.

xviii

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The effect of shock compression on the microstructure and mechanical
properties of copper has been extensively investigated. The diversity of the postshocked microstructures has been an interesting topic of research for a long period of
time. Shock/recovery experiments have provided an effective way to study the
dynamic behavior of materials. Previous work by this group has included both the plate
impact of polycrystalline and monocrystalline copper, and laser shock of
monocrystalline copper, which has a much higher strain rate. The dynamic behavior
and post-shocked microstructures were studied in depth. As a continuation of that work,
this research project investigates shock/recovery experiments of monocrystalline
copper samples with [001] and [221] orientations subjected to pressures of 30 GPa and
57 GPa at a temperature of 90 K. The plate impact experiments were conducted at the
New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology. The post-shocked microstructures
were carefully characterized by scanning electron microscopy through Electron
Channeling Contrast (ECC), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
Monocrystals are usually good materials for understanding shock wave
properties because of the relative ease of understanding and extracting information on
the microstructural evolution in the samples. The microstructures evolution along or
parallel to the shock direction, as well as those perpendicular to the shock direction, are
both interesting topics. A series of TEM investigations revealed that the post-shocked
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were highly dependent on orientation and shock peak pressure. A mechanics analysis
has been developed to describe the slip band formation.
Experimental techniques have a pronounced effect on the defect substructures.
Different techniques produce different shock waves, and different shock waves vary in
shock duration times and shock decay rate, which decide the post-shocked
microstructure evolution. By comparing with laser shocked samples with similar shock
pressures, the differences in microstructural evolution were explained by the
differences in heat generation and heat transfer due to different shock waves.
Molecular dynamics provides a direct simulation of the generation of defects in shock
compression and is well suited for this process, since the times involved are on the
order of 10-9s. Molecular dynamics simulations successfully modeled the defect
generation in small scale plate impacted [001] and [221] monocrystalline coppers.
The objective of our research is to understand the microstructural evolution
during plate-impact in monocrystalline copper having both symmetric crystalline
orientation ([001] in our case) and asymmetric crystalline orientations ([221]). The
development of different models to describe and explain some specific defect
formations is also a key objective. One of unique aspect of this research is to
understand the three-dimensional nature of defect generation by studying TEM images
both parallel and perpendicular to the shock propagation direction. The second is that a
heat generation and heat transfer model inside the shocked samples have been
developed to explain the differences between plate impact and laser shock.
Chapter 2 reviews the background of this research project. It first summarizes
the different kinds of commonly used dynamic techniques, such as laser and electron-
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beam loading, exploding foil techniques, gun techniques, high explosive systems,
including line and plane-wave generators, plane-initiated contact explosives, flyerplate explosives, and ring-diver system. The second section reviews some of the
investigation by other researchers on certain defect structures (twinning, slip, stacking
faults, micro-bands, micro-twins, shear bands, and recrystallization, etc.), which are
commonly found in dynamically deformed metals and alloys. The characteristics of
each defect have been described and different proposals have been provided to explain
the formation conditions. This part will help us compare and understand the defect
formation in our samples. Work hardening and work softening, common phenomena in
shock compressed samples, are also discussed in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 describes all the experimental methods used in this research project.
The copper samples were shock compressed and recovered at low temperatures by an
explosion-driven flyer plate. This setup provided plane-top shock waves with different
durations, which were dependent on the shock peak pressures. The experimental setup
is thoroughly described and the shape of a shock wave with 60 GPa peak pressure is
demonstrated to show all the shock wave parameters. The samples were examined by
Scanning electron microscope and transmission electron microscope. The types of
microscopes and their working conditions are described. A back reflection Laue
camera was used to detect the crystal orientations in the monocrystals.
Microindentation was conducted to study the microhardness of post-shocked samples.
All the related experimental facilities are described in this chapter. The sample
preparation process, sample shapes and the conditions of the original crystal are shown
by plots and microscopic pictures.

4

Chapter 4 shows all the experimental results, and corresponding detailed
analyses and discussions. In Section 4.1, the microstructures along the shock direction
for 30 GPa and 57 GPa plate-impacted samples are shown by SEM-ECC and TEM
pictures. Section 4.2 shows the microstructures at a crystal orientation perpendicular to
the shock direction. These two sections give an overview of the defects generated in
the shocked samples. The plate impact and laser shock methods are compared in
Section 4.3, including the experimental methods, the differences in the shock waves
they produced, the attenuation of the two kinds of shock waves, and the
microstructures induced by the two kinds of shock compression methods.
Microhardness tests were conducted on the 30 GPa and 57 GPa plate impacted [001]
and [221] samples, individually. The results are shown in Section 4.4, and they are
consistent with the post-shocked microstructures inside those samples. These
experimental results in Sections 4.1-4.4 are further discussed in Section 4.5 and 4.6.
Section 4.5 is the heat generation and heat transfer inside both the plate impacted and
laser shocked samples, and Section 4.6 is the mechanics analysis for defect formation.
In Section 4.5, the temperature rise due to shock wave and plastic deformation has
been calculated separately. A heat transfer model has been built to predict the
temperature changes after shock. All the information in this section helps us to
understand

the

post-shocked

microstructures,

especially

the

recovery

and

recrystallization we observed. Section 4.6 gives a method to calculate the resolved
stresses on each slip band in the [001] and [221] monocrystals, trying to explain the
bands formation inside both samples.
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Chapter 5 shows the results of molecular dynamic simulation on
monocrystalline copper with [001] and [221] orientations for several different shock
pressures. The main aim of the simulation is to gain insight on the initiation of defects,
how the process is affected by increase in shock peak pressure, and the effect of crystal
orientation on defect generation.
Chapter 6 provides a conclusion of the entire work conducted in this project
and suggests possible future work on this research. It first summarizes all the
microstructural characteristics of the post-shocked monocrystals, and then provides a
conclusion on the analysis and the simulation results. The appendix lists the Molecular
Dynamics code and the output files we used in the simulation.

CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
The high-strain-rate deformation (104 ~ 109) of metals and alloys has been
studied for a long time. Recently, more interest has been placed on the post-shocked
microstructure evolution and the mechanical properties, such as work hardening, work
softening, and heterogeneous substructure development during shock propagation.
The effect of shock compression on the microstructures and mechanical
properties of copper has been extensively investigated. Gray [1], Murr [2,3], and Grace
[4] observed different substructures on post-shocked copper: cell structures, sub-grains
and deformation twins. The first researchers to identify and explain the slip-twinning
transfer in shock compression were Johari and Thomas [5] and Nolder and Thomas [6].
De Angelis and Cohen [7] found a threshold twinning stress that is dependent on shock
propagation direction. The quasistatic and dynamic deformation behavior of shocked
copper has also been widely investigated [8,9,10, 11]. Follansbee and Gray [ 12]
measured the yield stress and strain hardening behaviors at strain rates ranging from
10-3 ~ 104 s-1, and Kocks and Follansbee [13,14,15] modeled the high strain rate results.
Andrade and Meyers [16,17,18] investigated the deformation of shocked copper at
high strain and high strain-rate: microstructure evolution, dynamic recrystallization and
the effect of grain size were studied. They described the onset of shear localization,
provided a rotational mechanism of dynamic recrystallization for shock-conditioned
copper, and used constitutive equations to calculate the temperature rises
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during dynamic deformation.
In our research project, monocrystalline copper was shocked by flyer-plate
impact, and the microstructural evolution process was central to our analysis. The postshocked defect substructures were very complex due to the characteristics of the shock
waves.
In this chapter, first we review some of the dynamic techniques usually used in
this research area as a background to our research. Secondly, we present some common
defect substructures observed in previous research, such as twinning, slipping, microband, shear band and recrystallization, are summarized. They will be compared with
the substructures observed from plate impacted samples (discussed later in Chapter 4).
2.1 Dynamic Deformation Techniques

Dynamic behavior is one of the most important properties of materials. Much
work has been done on different materials to explore their response to shock waves.
Techniques have been developed not only for high-strain-rate deformation, but also for
recovering and observing shocked samples [19,20,21].
Different experimental techniques have been designed for high strain-rate
deformation [22,23,24], such as laser and electron-beam loading [25], exploding foil
techniques, gun techniques, high explosive systems, including line and plane-wave
generators, plane-initiated contact explosives, flyer-plate explosives, and ring-diver
system [26]. High-strain-rate deformation is also involved in car crash testing, high
speed shaping or other high speed production processes.
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In the laser or electron-beam loading system, a large flash of energy is
deposited on the surface of the target. The rapid expansion of this surface region results
in a shock wave moving into the target. In exploding foil techniques, a thin metal foil
is vaporized or exploded by a pulse of very high current. A thin dielectric plate
adjacent to the foil is accelerated to high velocity by the foil explosion and after a short
free flight, impacts the target. The gun technique simply entails the impact of a target
with a flat-nosed projectile. Either a propellant or compressed gas may be used to
accelerate the projectile.
Recently, more studies have been conducted by shock/recovery experiments,
such as flyer-plate impact and laser shock. Shock/recovery experiments have been
proven to be a good way to study the defect generation and microstructure evolution in
materials. In the flyer-plate impact experiment, the plate impacts a target at a known
velocity. If the impact is perfectly planar and if the velocity vector of the impacting
plate is perfectly normal to the impact plane, then a state of pure one-dimensional
strain will be produced in both flyer plate and target. Lassila et al. [27] studied the
effects of low-temperature shock compression on the microstructure and strength of
polycrystalline copper by shock/recovery experiments. Shock compression was carried
out by explosively accelerating flyer plates at velocities generating pressures between
27 and 77 GPa. Polycrystalline copper with two purities (99.8 and 99.995 pct) was
subjected to shock compression at an initial temperature of 90 K. The residual
microstructure evolved from loose dislocation cells to mechanical twins and, at the 57
and 77 GPa pressures, to complete recrystallization, with a grain size which was larger
than the initial one. The shock-compressed copper was mechanically tested in
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compression at a strain rate of 10-3 s-1 and temperature of 300 K. It was shown that the
conditions subjected to lower pressures exhibited work softening, in contrast to the
conventional work- hardening response. This work softening is due to the uniformly
distributed dislocations and the formation of loose cells, evolving, upon plastic
deformation at low strain rates, into well-defined cells, with a radius size of
approximately 1 μm. The 99.995 pct copper subjected to the higher shock-compression
pressures exhibited a stress-strain response almost identical to the unshocked condition.
This indicates that the residual temperature rise was sufficient to completely
recrystallize the structure and eliminate the hardening due to shock compression.
Lasers deliver high amounts of energy in extremely short pulse durations
enabling research in regimes of pressure and strain rates never before explored. Lasers
have been shown to generate pressures from 10 to 500 GPa. Lasers also provide an
easy way to vary pulse duration with picosecond resolution, which can then be
correlated to the pressure data to yield a strain rate. The effects of laser shock on
materials

have

been

investigated

by

a

collaborative

UCSD-LLNL

group

[28,29,30,31,32]. Meyers et al. [33] have conducted laser shock on monocrystalline
copper with [001] and [134] orientations, copper-2wt%alluminum alloy, and copper6wt%alluminum alloy. Controlled laser experiments were used to generate ultra-short
shock pulses of approximately 5 ns duration with the peak pressure ranging from 12
GPa to 60 GPa. Transmission electron microscopy was used to reveal the features
corresponding to each energy level. At pressures of 12 and 20 GPa, the structure
consists primarily of dislocation cells; at 40 GPa, twinning and stacking-fault bundles
are the principal defect structures; and at a pressure of 55–60 GPa, the structure shows
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micro-twinning and the effects of thermal recovery. The results suggest that the defect
structure is generated at the shock front; the substructures observed are similar to the
ones at much larger durations. They provided a constitutive description for the plastic
deformation. It is proposed that thermally activated loop nucleation at the shock front
is the mechanism for dislocation generation. A method for dislocation for calculating
densities is proposed, based on the nucleation of loops at the shock front and their
extension due to the residual shear stresses behind the front.
In most studies, the shock loading of materials was accomplished by a squaretopped impulse, e.g, the explosion driven flyer-plate impact. During shock loading, a
material is initially deformed by a compressive wave and then is released to ambient
pressure and its nominal “original” dimensions (excluding some small irreversible
residual strain) by a rarefaction wave. The typical laser pulse has a triangle shape and
usually has a time scale of several nanoseconds. “Taylor-Wave” also has a triangular
shape, but with much larger time scale (several microseconds). Gray et al. [34,35,36]
investigated the influence of explosive-driven “Taylor-Wave” shock prestraining on
the structure/property behavior of copper, 304 and 316L stainless steel, and compared
the effects of different shock-pulse shapes on the mechanical properties and
microstructures [36]. In their research, the microstructure and substructure evolution
due to shock loading, and the mechanical response of high-explosive (HE)–driven
“Taylor-wave” (TW) shock-prestrained copper, 304 and 316L stainless steel have been
investigated. Deformation twins were found in both the square-top and triangularshaped shock wave samples. The triangular-shaped wave shocked samples exhibited
the highest resistivity at 4 K of all copper samples indicating the highest defect content
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(point and dislocation). Even though dislocation cell formation was irregular in shape
in both the shocked samples, specimens shocked with a triangular-shaped wave
exhibited more irregular and less dense cells than the square-top shocked sample.
Historically, shock physics experiments for EOS studies used high explosive
(HE) plane wave lenses to drive a shock directly into a target material or, more recently,
flyer plates launched from HE systems or gas guns which generate the required high
pressure shock on impact. However, such systems are limited to pressures of a few 100
GPa. New experimental methods have been developed to extend the highest pressure
limit. Rail and electric (plasma) guns have been proposed to extend the range but these
have generally had difficulty in achieving planar shocks and few accurate experiments
have been performed. Consequently our experimental knowledge of the high pressure
Hugoniot is limited to inferences from highly integrated experiments and a few points
obtained from add-on experiments field. High power lasers offer a means of extending
the pressures attainable in the laboratory into the TPa (~ 1015 Pa) regime. Some
researchers have converted the laser energy to thermal radiation by means of a
hohlraum, a right circular gold cylinder around 1 mm in length and diameter [37].
Light from the HELEN laser is introduced through the entrance holes and the energy
absorbed in the opposing wall generates a hot spot. Although plasma generated at the
wall immediately starts to ablate, hohlraums are designed conservatively so that there
is no significant plasma filling during the laser pulse which is of the order 1 ns. The
cavity is heated in a time on the order 1 ns. The cavity is heated to around 100 eV (1
million degrees) and this thermal radiation launches a shock in the target, which is
placed over the end cap of the hohlraum. The targets consist of a complex set of layers
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- ablator, preheat shield, base and steps; while the lateral dimensions are of order of
mm, thicknesses are of order 10 µm and require measurement to ~1% accuracy. The
experiments make use of an impedance match technique in which the shock is
transmitted from a known material into the sample and the continuity of material
velocity at the interface used to replace measurement of this by a further shock velocity
measurement in the known material. Shock velocities are inferred from the observation
of break-out times from a known thickness of material using an optical streak
diagnostic. Spatial and temporal uniformity is monitored by planar and wedge targets.
Optical metallography, scanning electron microscopy and transmission electron
microscopy are the most common tools to investigate the post-shocked substructures.
Transient x-ray diffraction was used to record the response of multiple lattice planes
simultaneously. This technique of wide-angle diffraction provides information on the
lattice response both parallel and oblique to the shock propagation direction.
More details for plane-wave shock loading of numerous metal and alloy
specimens have been reviewed by Meyers and Murr [3]. The microstructures of some
shock loaded samples (impacted craters and the penetration of thick targets by long,
dense rods) have been carefully examined [38,39,40,41,42] and the techniques for
analysis have been described in details [43,44,45,46,47]. The plate impact experiment
in our current research was conducted at low temperature of 90 K to keep the postshocked microstructure, and with a shock pressure up to 57 GPa.
2.2 Common Defects Induced in Dynamic Deformation

The dynamic behavior of materials can be obtained experimentally.
Specifically, shock compressed materials show much diversity in their post-shocked
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microstructures. The post-shocked microstructures can provide researchers large
amount of information on the wave energy, peak pressure, velocity, and heat transfer
process, etc. It is critical to investigate the evolution of these substructures, and there
has been a lot of interest regarding this topic from the scientific community.
Recovery experiments provide an easy way to study defect generation and
energy storage mechanisms, and at the same time make it difficult to study the physical
properties of the materials during shock (rapid loading rate and short time interval).
Much work has been done on quite a number of materials to develop a hydrodynamic
understanding of the material behavior, and several reviews have summarized the
systematic changes in the structure-property relationships generated by shock-wave
passage through the material [48,49]. Most of this work correlates the microstructure
and mechanical property changes to the compression characteristics such as peak
pressure, pulse duration, rarefaction rate and even temperature.
The slip-twinning transition and the role played by stacking-fault free energy
will be discussed, especially in dynamic deformation of fcc metals and alloys. The
deformation twins induced by plate impact in polycrystalline copper will be shown as
an example. Micro-twins appearing in different materials (both fcc and bcc) in
dynamical deformation will be reviewed, to provide a basis for comparison with
microbands associated with high strain rate deformation. Different explanations have
been proposed by different researchers for the formation of micro-bands. Finally, some
examples of shear bands induced by dynamic deformation will be examined. Usually
dynamic recovery and dynamic recrysatllization will accompany the shear localization
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area. Different examples associated with different defect substructures will be given in
the following and compare microstructures (deformation twin-faults or microtwins,
microbands, and dynamic recrystallization) observed by transmission electron
microscopy.
2.2.1 Twinning, Slip and Stacking Faults

Twinning and slip are competing mechanisms when the sample undergoes
shock compression. In many metals the activation energy for twinning is very high, so
that the strain rate and temperature dependence are only minor. When the stress
required for twinning becomes less than the stress required for dislocation motion,
plastic deformation is by twinning favored. Armstrong and Zerilli [50] studied the
twinning in iron and found a very clear slipping-twinning transition condition. For high
strain-rate deformation, or shock loading of metals, this phenomenon is also
investigated [51,52,53,54,55]. In f.c.c. metals and alloys, the critical twinning pressure
(above which deformation twins occur for plane-wave shock loading) is stacking-fault
energy dependent, increasing for increasing stacking-fault energy [56]. Mechanical
twinning can have two effects on the evolution of plastic deformation: It subdivides the
grains and therefore increases the barriers to slip, and the work-hardening rate
[57,58,59,60,61,62,63]. At the same time, it contributes to plastic deformation due to
twinning shear, which induces a decrease in the work hardening rate [64].
Figure 2.1 (a) (from Murr [65]) shows the defect structures found in FCC
materials.

The

shaded

areas

illustrate

the

approximate

residual

dominant

microstructures. As the SFE increases, so does the critical pressure for twinning. This
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figure shows well how the shock-induced structure transitions from stacking faults to
cells as the SFE is increased for a constant pressure. When the stacking-fault energy is
low, dislocations can easily dissociate, splitting into partial dislocations connected by a
ribbon (or interfacial area) of stacking fault. The lower the stacking-fault energy, the
greater the dissociation. When this happens, the dislocations cannot easily cross-slip
from one slip plane to another. In FCC materials, the slip plane is usually restricted to
[111]. This gives rise to planar arrays of dislocations and related planar microstructures
such as twins. In high stacking-fault energy materials, dislocations rarely dissociate,
making cross-slip easier and giving rise to dislocation cell structures which form as a
minimum energy configuration. Typically, dislocation cell structures are formed in
shock loaded metals when the stacking-fault free energy is greater than about 60 mJ/m2.
For stacking-fault energies below 40 mJ/m2, planar arrays of dislocations stacking
faults, and other planar microstructures occur. Within the range of stacking-fault free
energies of 40–60 mJ/m2 some transitional microstructures can be observed. Copper
has a stacking-fault free energy of 78 mJ/m2 while stainless steel (type 304) at 21
mJ/m2 in the range of room temperature. In metals such as nickel, which has stackingfault energy of 128mJ/m2, cross slip forms dislocation cells because mutual repulsions
create arrangements that lower the overall internal energy. In stainless steel, which has
stacking-fault energy of 20mJ/m2, dislocation dissociation creates long stacking faults
or linear arrays of dislocations along the [111] plane. The characteristics of the
dislocation cell structure depend on the dislocations generated by the applied stress and
the available time to rearrange into arrays characterized by cell dimensions and wall
structure in high stacking-fault free energy materials such as copper. Fig. 1 (b)
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compares the critical stresses for slip and twinning. The required stress for slip
decreases with temperature. At a low stain rate, it is easier for slip than twinning.
Slipping will occur after a critical temperature Tr for a large temperature range. When
strain rate is sufficiently high, such as in the dynamic deformation, the curve of the
slipping is translated upward so that the twinning is much easier to occur.
Deformation twinning was observed in tantalum shock loaded to a peak
pressure of 20 GPa (1 μs pulse duration) by Gray and Vecchio [66]. Meyers [67]
investigated the deformation twins induced by shock wave in tantalum. In their study,
twinning was generated with the shock pressure of 45 GPa and duration of 1.8 ps. The
post-shock mechanical response is significantly affected, with shock hardening
exceeding the expected hardening due to the transient shock strain εs = (4/3) ln( V/ V0);
this enhanced hardening, and other alterations in response, are attributed to the barriers
presented to plastic deformation by the deformation twins. The mechanical twinning in
metals has been examined in previous work [68,69,70,71,72,73,74].
A constitutive description of the onset of twinning in metals was developed by
Meyers et al. [ 75 ]. In this model, the initiation of mechanical twinning was
constitutively described for the dependence of strain rate, temperature, SFE, and grain
size. And it is applied to metals representative of these principal crystal systems: BCC
(iron); FCC (copper and Cu–Zn brass); and HCP (titanium). This model predicted a
considerable enhancement of the predisposition for twinning as the grain size is
increased, and the grain-scale pileups are not the source of the stress concentrations
giving rise to twinning in copper. An important observation is that the Hall–Petch
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slope for twinning is consistently larger than the one for slip. Some experimental
results [76,77] were used to compare with the prediction.
This model can be used to predict the critical pressure for twinning in shock
compression experiments. It is known that different metals have different threshold
pressures for the initiation of twinning; as discussed before, it has been established by
Murr [65] that for FCC metals this pressure is a function of the SFE (see Fig. 2.1(a)).
Meyers [78] described this in detail and Swegle–Grady [79] equation was used in the
analysis.
Many TEM investigations have been carried out on shock loaded fcc and bcc
metals, showing evidence for the formation of deformation twins. In effect, all fcc
metals and alloys should experience twinning at some critical pressure, even at high
stacking-fault free energies, where the critical twinning pressure is high. Deformation
twins were also found in plate impacted polycrystalline copper. Lassila et al. [27],
discussed the characterization and quantification of shock-induced deformation twins.
In OFE and HP Cu, the microstructure of the samples shocked to peak
pressures of 27 GPa and 30 GPa exhibited significant amounts of what is believed to
be shock-induced deformation twins. A micrograph taken by optical microscopy,
shown in Figure 2.2 (a), shows the crystallographic nature of the deformation twins.
We note here that not all of the grains showed deformation twins, and in particular
there appears to be an absence of twins in the larger grains. This is consistent with
results by Andrade et al [17]. They observed a considerable grain-size dependence on
mechanical twinning induced by shock loading. Profuse twinning was observed after
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shock loading to 50 GPa for specimens with grain sizes of 117 μm to 315 μm.
Specimens with grain sizes of 9.5 μm did not twin. In addition to deformation twins,
many of the areas exhibited a “mottled” appearance suggestive of a highly dislocated
structure.
The metallographic examination of the OFE Cu shocked at 57 GPa suggested
that this material developed extensive twinning within the grain structure. To obtain
solid evidence of shock-induced deformation twinning, TEM analyses of the
microstructure of this material was performed. Figure 2.2 (b) shows the TEM bright
images of deformation twins in OFE Cu shocked to 57 GPa.
Deformation twin boundaries, which are similar in nature to annealing twin
boundaries, act essentially to refine the grain size of the material. The shock recovered
materials have a grain size approximately one half the grain sizes in the unshocked
condition due to the presence of deformation twins. Grain refinement is observed in
these high stacking-fault energy alloys resulting from shock loading and is manifested
in planar, intersecting arrays of dislocations.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2.1: (a) Stacking-fault free energy (SFE) versus critical twinning pressure [48];
(b) Effect of temperature on the stress required for twinning and slip (at low and high
strain rates).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2.2: Deformation twins: (a) Micrograph showing shock-induced deformation
twins (OFE Cu, 27.5 GPa). (b) OFE Cu shocked at 57 GPa showing the formation of
(111) deformation twins as identified by (011) diffraction pattern [27].
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As shown in Fig. 2.1 (a), stacking faults, dislocation cells, and twins will be
generated at different pressures for different materials. In most shock loaded samples,
the defect substructures are not homogeneous through out the samples. Shock-induced
microstructures can be described by the density of dislocations, stacking-faults, twins,
dislocation cells, point defects and point-defect clusters observed post-shock. Gray et
al. [36] did research on shocked 316 L stainless steel. They revealed a “dislocationstacking fault-twin” substructure in one sample.
Slip bands are often seen in copper, especially in fatigued copper after
cyclically deformation [80,81,82]. Yet as predicted by Figure 2.1 (b), in high-strainrate deformation, the stress required for twinning is lower than that for slip. So in
dynamic deformation, it is easier for twinning to occur. Some bands, known as “Microbands”, with smaller dimensions often appear in shock loaded materials.
2.2.2 Micro-bands and Micro-twins

Different kinds of micro-twin and micro-band structures have been observed in
quasi-statically and dynamically deformed metals and alloys for a long time. Microtwins and micro-bands or a mixture of both are often seen in dynamically deformed fcc
and bcc metals (high strain-rate uniaxial deformation [ 83,84], plan-wave shocked,
impact craters, laser shocked, etc.) [85,86,87,88,89,90,91]. Several examples of microtwins and micro-bands were carefully reviewed by Murr [ 92 ] in Cu, Ni, YBa
superconductor, Ta, and 304 stainless steel.
The characteristics of micro-bands have been studied by Hatherly [93,94,95]
by optical microscopy or in transmission electron microscopy, and have been
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documented in several previous investigations [96]. The structure of micro-bands in a
variety of materials has been observed to display similarities, e.g. double walls
separation, crystallographic affiliation with active slip planes and a low initial
misorientation with the matrix which increases with increasing strain. In Hatherly’s
work, the micro-bands typically consist of double dislocation walls, approximately
0.1~0.4μm, (mostly ~ 0.2μm) apart, lying within a few degrees along crystallographic
slip planes and enclosing a volume possessing 1-3° misorientation with respect to the
surrounding matrix [93,94]. The detailed dislocation character and arrangement in the
double walls and the interior of a band have not been successfully determined to date
due to the high dislocation density and the varying local misorientation.
Different explanations were given for the initiation on micro-bands. Cohen and
Weertman [97] and Sleeswyk [98] developed a mechanisms describing deformation
twin formation in fcc and bcc materials, respectively, and involving systematic or
unsystematic dislocation glide on the respective twin planes: {111} for fcc and {112}
for bcc; with corresponding dislocation Burgers vectors in [112] and [111] directions
for fcc and bcc metals and alloys respectively. The unsystematic {111} glide of a
[112]/6 partial dislocation in plane-wave shock-loaded fcc materials produces the socalled twin-fault, microtwin structures consisting of intermittent thin twin segments
interrupted by irregular layers of intrinsic stacking faults. Murr [92,99] compared the
quantities (volume percentage) of micro-twins and micro-bands in the oblique shockloaded copper at different pressures versus grain size (Figure 2.3 (a)), and explain the
occurrence of these two structures in planar shock and impact crater graphically
(Figure 2.3 (b)).
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Different proposals have been made to explain the formation of micro-bands.
Jackson [96] believed that microband formation is caused by unstable slip on a latent
slip plane via a cross-slip mechanism from the nearby fundamental glide plane. The
latent slip plane was thought to become unstable due to a stress distribution change
which is the result of lattice rotation during deformation. Torrealdea and Gil Sevillano
[100] have considered microband formation by extending the cell wall model of Kocks
et al. [ 101] and rationalized the double-dislocation-wall formation by an Orowan
looping argument. Nes et al. [ 102] also considered band formation by utilizing a
channeling mechanism [ 103 , 104 ]. These models concluded that the micro-bands
evolved from previous cell structures. Essentially, cell structures are a prerequisite for
the formation of micro-bands.
Huang and Gray [105] disagred with these previous conclusions on micro-band
formation and believe the characteristics of microbands do not appear to be strongly
dependent on crystal structure, material properties, and strain level or deformation path.
They conducted a systematic examination of microbands developing in various
materials, including pure Al, Cu, Ag, Nb metals and Al-Mg, 6061 Al and Al-Li-Cu
alloys, deformed dynamically or quasi-statically to intermediate strains. Their finding
suggested that the formation mechanism of microbands may be similar in a variety of
f.c.c, and b.c.c, metals and alloys. They proposed a model to explain the formation of
micro-bands, based on the development of coarse slip bands. In their model, double
dislocation walls are formed parallel to the primary slip planes at first. Secondary slip
is induced by the internal stresses in the region between the double walls. Then, the
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interaction of the primary and secondary dislocations results in a final stable
dislocation configuration.
Figure 2.3 (a) presents a more quantitative analysis of the variation of microtwins and micro-bands during oblique shock loading of Cu rods at the corresponding
pressures shown. The shading in Figure 2.4 (a) represents a rough mix of both microtwin and micro-band volume fractions or relative frequency of occurrence. Note that
the corresponding minimum pressure (11 GPa) is below the average CTP (~20 GPa)
for plane-wave shock loading. The SFE of the materials and the modes of deformation
play an important role in the micro-band and micro-twin transition. Figure 2.4 (b)
provides a summary of these effects and some simple graphics illustrating the specific
path sequences for micro-twin and micro-band formation in dynamically deformed fcc
metals and alloys. The actual dislocation mechanisms differentiating micro-twin versus
micro-band formation in Figure 2.4 (b) could involve those represented in an earlier
cross-slip-related mechanism of Jackson [96] as well as the more comprehensive
secondary slip-related mechanism of Huang and Gray [105]. In either case, the
promotion of some type of cross slip either through a high SFE or a shift to spherical
shock with its characteristically unique deviatoric stress as shown schematically in
Figure 2.3 (b) will facilitate or favor microband formation over microtwin formation.
Recent studies have suggested that this structure may be a unique feature related to the
transition of cell or tangled dislocation structures at low strains to macroscopic shear
bands at high strains [106].
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2.3: (a) Micro-twins (solid) and micro-bands (open) versus grain size (D) for
oblique shock-loaded copper Data from [99]. (b) Matrix and schematic for the microtwin-micro-band transition in fcc metals and alloys deformed in planar shock and
impact cratering. Arrows indicate the path sequences. Pn, P’n and Tm, T’m are the
normal (shock) stress and deviatoric stresses respectively [92].
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2.2.3 Shear Bands and Dynamic Recrystallization

Many studies [ 107, 108, 109, 110, 111] have been conducted on shear band
formation in dynamic deformation of materials because fractures often happen before
the full development of shear bands. Shear bands can form in some forging operations
and rolling, and introduce regions of weakness and internal flaws. It also often happens
in some principal dynamic deformation process such as thick-walled cylinder tests. On
the other hand, a lot of metals can form shear bands. The conditions for shear bands to
occur and their microstructural evolution vary widely [112]. The evolution of shear
band width and morphology in Ti-6Al-4V alloy was shown in previous work
[113].Figure 2.4 shows the mechanics of shear band formation [16]. A parallelepiped
is being homogeneously sheared by τ (Figure (a)). At a certain strain γ c , deformation
localizes in a band, as shown in Figure (b). Figure (c) shows the progression of strain
(or temperature) as a function of the increasing applied stress τ. The strain is initially
homogeneous throughout the specimen: γ0, γ1, γ2. At γ c a small fluctuation appears that
is accentuated as the applied stress is further increased: γ4, γ5, γ6, γ7. The formation of
adiabatic shear bands can be attributed to the thermal softening overcoming work (or
stain) hardening. Additional considerations are strain rate hardening, heat conduction
out of the band, and geometric softening. Among them, strain hardening and strain rate
hardening are opposing factors and geometric softening and thermal softening are
favoring factors. Figure 2.16 (d) shows that softening dominates beyond γ c , the strain
at which the stress is maximum. This localiztion results from softening dominating
hardening.
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Figure 2.4: Formation of shear instability when a parallelepiped is sheared by stress τ
in an adiabatic mode: (a) homogeneous shear of parallelepiped; (b) shear instability in
deformed parallelepiped; (c) strain (or temperature) profiles (notice localization
forming at γ c ); (d) adiabatic stress-strain curve with critical strain γ c [112].
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Shear bands have been classified into two kinds: “deformed” and
“transformed”, depending on whether phase transformation occurs within the band.
When the microstructure of the shear band appears to be very different from that of the
surrounding region, it belongs to the “transformed” shear band. A “transformed” bands
show distinctive boundaries that identify the thermally affected zone in which the
temperature reaches the phase transformation point. Recent studies have indicated that
the materials within shear bands may show a different microstructure instead of phase
transformation. On distinct possibility is the formation of an equated ultra-fine grain
structure. Therefore, the “transformed” shear band may represent a group of bands that
may or may not be subjected to a phase transformation. When only deformed grains
are found in shear band, it is called “deformed” shear band. This kind of shear band
exhibits intensive shear deformation within the bands. The streaks of localized zones
consist of elongated grains. The grains inside the shear band are elongated to very
narrow streaks parallel to the direction of the shear band. The boundaries of deformed
band are often difficult to be defined because of the gradual transition of localized
deformation in the adjacent areas.
Meyers and Nesterenko [16, 114 , 115 , 116 , 117 ] studied the microstructural
evolution and self-organization of shear localization in different materials. The
initiation and propagation of shear bands were studied in metals (Ti, Ta, Ti–6Al–4V,
and stainless steel), granular and prefractured ceramics (Al2O3 and SiC), a polymer
(teflon), and a metallic glass (Co58Ni10Fe5Si11B16). Their research was based on the
collapse of a thick walled cylinder and was supplemented by hat-shaped specimens
tested in a compression Hopkinson bar. They found that a fine recrystallized structure
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is observed in Ti, Cu, Al–Li, and Ta, and it is becoming clear that a recrystallization
mechanism is operating. The fast deformation and short cooling times inhibit grainboundary migration; a rotational mechanism, was presented in terms of dislocation
energetics and grain-boundary reorientation. It was shown that it can operate within the
time of the deformation process. For all materials, shear bands exhibit a clear selforganization, with a characteristic spacing that is a function of a number of parameters.
This self-organization was analyzed in terms of fundamental material parameters in the
frame of Grady–Kipp (momentum diffusion), Wright–Ockendon, and Molinari
(perturbation) models. The TEM showed that in many metals, the microstructure of
shear bands consists of equiaxed grains. The dislocation density was relatively low.
This remarkable feature led to the suggestion by Meyers and Pak [ 118] that the
structure was due to dynamic recrystallization. The microstructures for different crystal
structures (HCP, FCC, BCC) were remarkably similar: approximately equiaxed
micrograins with diameters between 0.1 and 0.3 m. The grains have a relatively low
dislocation density. A homogeneous distribution of dislocations rearranges itself into
elongated dislocation cells (i.e. dynamic recovery). As the deformation continues and
as the misorientation increases, these cells become elongated subgrains. Eventually, the
elongated subgrains break up into approximately equiaxed micrograins.
Dynamic recrystallization was also often shown to occur in the accommodation
of severe plastic deformation in impact crater formation, ballistic rod flow and
penetration in thick targets, shaped charge formation, and a variety of friction-stir
welding and processing. Murr [ 119 ] explored the shear band development or
localization in severe plastic deformation. Optical metallography and transmission
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electron microscopy observations of solid-state flow in adiabatic shear zones were
compared to illustrate these mechanisms which can often involve intermixed
microstructural regimes composed of recovery, recrystallization, and grain growth
phenomena.
Shear bands generally nucleate at defects or defect saturated (fully strainhardened or work-hardened) regions; or favorably oriented grains [ 120 , 121 ].
Nucleation and growth of shear instabilities dictate the frequency and spacing of shear
bands, and collective organization processes can create thick (or wide) regimes of,
overlapping shear bands, where the regime will flow as a “fluid”. Work hardening,
strain-rate sensitivity, and thermal sensitivity play a key role in the flow or shear
localization, with the adiabatic temperature rise within the shear band regime governed
generally by the product of shear strain and shear-strain rate. The resulting localized
thermal softening is therefore the main driver for shear band formation. Modeling and
scaling laws have also been developed which describe the major aspects of adiabatic
shear [ 122 ]. The recrystallization regimes often emerge from dense, overlapping
micro-twin or micro-band zones which serve as precursors or precursor
microstructures, where there are severe deformation circumstances.
2.3 Work Hardening and Work Softening in Shock Compression

Thomas and coworkers [5,6] carried early research on the substructure of shock
hardening of nickel, copper and Cu-Al alloys. Results showed that for the same loading
pressure, static loading produces a much greater hardness than shock loading. On the
other hand, for the same amount of strain, a shock-loaded specimen was found to be
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much harder than a statically loaded specimen. These were typical observations of the
relations between the hardnesses of static and shock loaded specimens. Murr [38]
reviewed work carried out on shock wave effects in metals and found that most metals
are hardened by shock waves. In his research, shock hardening is usually imparted by
planar parallel normal impact of a projectile. A number of metals showed hardening
that was a function of pressure. It should be noticed that this increase in hardness
occurs with practically negligible strain, because shock wave propagation is a uniaxial
strain process. The shock-hardening effect has been found to be not only pressure
dependent, but also duration dependent [112]. When the pulse is lower than 1μs, there
is a significant effect on some materials.
It is possible to compare the relative strengthening effects of shock loading and
conventional processing by using the effective strain. Figure 2.5 [17] shows the shockstrengthening effects for copper. The results are plotted with the origin for the shocked
material in the abscissa corresponding to the appropriate effective stress. Shock
hardening of copper results in a flow stress that considerably exceeds the one produced
by work hardening in tension. In the case of copper, it is due to profuse twinning.
The shock-induced strength enhancement measured in materials is due to the
generation of defects, whose mechanisms are not incontrovertibly established. A
number of mechanisms have been proposed to explain this, such as Smith’s Model,
Hornbogen’s Model, and Molgilevsky’s Model [112]. The dislocation substructures
generated by shock loading depend on a number of shock wave and materials
parameters. Among the shock wave parameters, the pressure is the most important one.
As the pressure is increased, so is the dislocation density. In high-stacking-fault-energy
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(SFE) metals the partial dislocations are very closely spaced, enabling a great extent of
cross slip. The residual microstructures often consist of dislocation cells, that is,
regions

with

Figure 2.5: Comparison between strengthening produced by shock and uniaxial
extension for copper. (From M. A. Meyers, U. R. Andrade and A. H. Chokshi [17]
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high dislocation densities surrounding regions with low dislocation densities.
Kuhlmann –Wilsdorf [123] has developed a work-hardening theory based on these
cells. In shock-loaded high-SFE materials (copper, silver, nickel) these characteristic
cells are also formed by shock loading. As the dislocation density increases for highSFE FCC metals, the cell size decreases. The effect of pulse duration is principally to
allow more time for dislocation reorganization. The cell walls become better defined as
the pulse duration increases, because there is more time for dislocation reorganization.
The effect of shock hardening does not increase indefinitely. It reaches a
saturation level and starts decreasing at increasing pressures. This is due to the shockinduced heating producing recovery and recrystallization in the structure, which
eliminates the effects of shock-induced defects. Figure 2.6 [124] shows this effect for
iron. The hardness makes a significant jump at 13GPa, which is the pressure at which
the α → ε transformation occurs. At a pressure of 50 GPa the hardness saturates, and at
higher pressures it starts to drop. The pressure at which hardness saturation is observed
varies from material to material and depends on the thermal stability of the shockinduced substructure. In high strain rate deformation, when dynamic recovery is
inhibited during prestraining, it is possible for work softening to take place [125].
Polakowski [126] first introduced “work softening” to designate the peculiar
yielding behavior of metal in a tensile test, in opposition to the normally encountered
“work hardening”. It is solely due to substructural rearrangements taking place during
deformation, produced by dynamic recovery or dislocation elimination through
dynamic recrystallization. Longo and Reed-Hill [ 127, 128, 129] have shown that a
number of metals can exhibit work softening. Work softening has also been found
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when both deformations are imparted at the same temperature, but different strain rates
[130]. Because shock loading provides the fastest possible means of deformationstrain rates of 105 sec-1 or more can be reached- and since substructures differing
substantially from conventional deformation substructures can be achieved, it was
thought worthwhile to verify whether preshocked metals could exhibit work softening
upon subsequent deformation.
Some articles [ 131 , 132 , 133 , 134 ] explained the work softening: once the
preshocked sample is loaded up to its yield stress in the tensile test, the dislocations
start moving and the shock-induced substructure is replaced by the substructure that
would normally form at that stress level, temperature and strain rate. In other words,
the plastic deformation will not generate new dislocations and induce them to interact
(as in the classic work hardening situation) but will reorganize the existing substructure,
transforming it into the one that is more stable under the imposed conditions. This
process does not take place uniformly over the length of the tensile samples. Once
initiated in a certain region, it induces “softening” there, with consequent concentration
of deformation, and therefore necking.
The increase of stress due to necking only accelerates the softening. And the
tensile sample presents two apparently contradictory features: a very small total
elongation with a very large reduction in area. This can be seen in Figure 2.7 [125]: the
total elongation at ambient temperature is reduced from 0.8 to 0.1 by preshocking, but
both curves terminate at zero load. This means that the separation of the tensile
samples into two parts occurs at zoro load, or when the cross-sectional area at the neck
as been reduced to zero. Therefore, the fracture in the preshocked sample
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Figure 2.6: Effect of shock-hardening pressure on the hardness of iron and steel.
(From Stone et al. [124])
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retains the chisel-like appearance when conventionally tested in tension at ambient
temperature.
Lassila et al. [27] showed beyond any doubt that work softening exists in shock
hardened copper. They carried out compression experiments which showed a negative
slope in the plastic region of stress-strain curve (shown in Fig. 2.7(b)).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2.7: (a) Engineering stress- engineering strain curves for annealed nickel at
ambient temperature and for preshocked nickel (20 GPa pressure, 1.2 μsec pulse
duration) at 77K and ambient temperature [125]; (b) Stress-strain curves of shockrecovered OFE Cu samples under compression at 300 K [27].

CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND MATERIALS
3.1 Shock Recovery Experiments

Two orientations of monocrystalline copper, [001] and [221], have been shockcompressed in shock/recovery experiments at a low temperature. The setup used for
this experiment is shown in Figure 3.1. The copper samples were shocked by an
explosion-driven flyer plate (10 mm thickness), providing an initial pulse duration of
1.4 µs for 30 GPa and 1.1 µs for 60 GPa. The monocrystalline cylinders, with a
diameter of 20 mm and thickness of 4.5 mm, were embedded in a copper plate (Fig.
3.1 (b)). Lateral and bottom momentum traps were employed to capture the lateral
release waves and to prevent spalling of the copper. These traps were made from a CuBe alloy for its enhanced strength relative to unalloyed Cu. The flyer-plate velocity
was determined by using pins located in four positions equally spaced around the
lateral momentum trap [Fig. 3.1(a)]. The shock pressures were determined using the
flyer plate velocity in conjunction with the Us – Up Hugoniot. The copper samples
were shocked at 30 GPa and 57 GPa, from an initial temperature of 90 K obtained by
cooling the assembly with liquid nitrogen. Several different methods were employed to
attach the cover plate over the samples, including Cu rivets and brazing. However, the
best technique was found to be electrodeposition of Cu cover plate material directly on
the anvil/samples assembly, followed by finish machining to a high tolerance (prior to
electrodeposition, the Cu samples were protected with a release agent).
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Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic of shock recovery experiments performed by acceleration of
a flyer plate by an explosive charge; (b) Anvil with OFE, HP and single crystal test
samples (the post-shock microstructures and mechanical behavior have not been
studied).
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The shock wave produced by plate impact has initially a square shape (Figure
3.2) [112]. It has a flat top that has a length equal to twice the time required for the
wave to travel through the projectile. The portion of the wave in which the pressure
returns to zero is called the “release”. During impact, elastic waves with velocity C0
and shock waves with velocity Us are emitted into the target and projectile. For the
experiments reported herein, the duration of the pulse at a depth of 5 mm from the
impact interface was in the 1.1—1.4 μs range.

Figure 3.2: Shock wave (trapezoidal) produced by plate impact: time duration is 1.1 μs
and peak pressure is 60 GPa.
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3.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy-Electron Channeling Contrast

Scanning Electron Microscopy-Electron Channeling Contrast [ 135 ] was
performed on the samples after the shock/recovery experiments. In electron channeling
contrast, if a well-collimated electron beam is directed at a crystal array of atoms along
a series of different directions, the density of atoms that the beam encounters will vary
with the crystal orientation. Along certain directions, paths of very low atomic density
are found, the so-called “channels”, which permit at least a fraction of the beam
electrons to penetrate more deeply into the crystal before beginning to scatter. When
beam electrons start scattering deeper in the crystal, the probability that they will return
to the surface as backscattered electrons is reduced compared to the amorphous target
case, and so the measured backscatter coefficient is lowered compared to the average
value from the amorphous target. For other crystal orientations, a denser atom packing
is found, and the beam electrons begin to scatter immediately at the surface, increasing
the backscatter coefficient relative to the amorphous target case. This crystallographic
or electron channeling contrast can be used to derive microstructural information about
the important class of crystalline materials. Channeling contrast is carried by the highenergy fraction of the backscattered electrons, and to maximize that signal, a largesolid-angle BSE detector (solid state or passive scintillator) is the best choice with the
specimen set normal to the beam. Because of the weak contrast, the image must be
enhanced by “black-level” processing by either analog or digital means to spread the
channeling contrast over the full black-to-white range of the final display to render it
visible.
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The intensity of the back-scattered electrons shows a strong dependence on
incident beam orientation with respect the crystal lattice. A variation in the crystal
orientation (as well as the variation of incident beam direction) can produce different
intensities. This change is dependent on whether the incident electrons are able to
channel (penetrate) an appreciable distance into the materials or not. Additional
applications of SEM-ECC method can be found [136,137,138,139]
Copper cylinders with 3mm diameter and 4mm length (Figure 3.3 (a)), were
prepared for SEM-ECC by the following procedure: mechanically polishing by
sandpaper; electro-etching in the solution of 1000ml H2O, 500ml H3PO4, 500ml
C2H5OH, 10g NH2CONH2, 100ml CH3CH(OH)CH3 for 2-3 minutes with a voltage
around 15V. The SEM-ECC was conducted in a Cambridge S-360 Scanning Electron
Microscope. The working conditions of the SEM-ECC were as follows: accelerating
voltage, 20kV; working distance, 15-22 mm; probe 2-5nA. Two surfaces of this
cylinder, which were normal to the shock propagation direction, were polished and
etched. SEM-ECC was conducted on both the front and back surfaces to investigate the
microstructure differences along the shock propagation direction.
3.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy

Samples for Transmission Electron Microscopy were obtained by slicing the
small copper cylinder (Figure 3.3 (b)) by electro-discharge machining (EDM). We are
not only interested in the microstructure evolution along the shock propagation
directions in different samples, but also in the defect structures perpendicular to the
shock direction. Therefore, TEM was used to explore the microstructure from more
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than one crystal orientation, which is perpendicular to the shock propagation direction,
i.e., [100] orientation in the [001] copper, and [1 10 ] in the [221] copper. The shapes of
the TEM samples and their orientations with respect to the shock direction are
illustrated in Fig. 3.3 (b) and (c).In Fig. 3.3(b), the sample is parallel to the shock
direction, and the crystal orientation is either [001] or [221]; in Fig.3.3(c), the sample
is perpendicular to the shock direction, and the crystal orientation is either [100] (for
[001] monocrystal) or < 1 10 > (for [221] monocrystal).
The TEM work involved in this research was conducted on two instruments:
JEM 2000FX II with an operating voltage of 200kV at the Shenyang National
Laboratory for Materials Science, China, and JEM 3010 with an operating voltage of
300kV at the National Center for Electron Microscopy, Berkeley.
Thin foils with 40~50 um thick were electropolished with a solution of ethanol,
phosphoric acid and water (1:1:2) for transmission electron microscopy in the JEM
2000FX II. Thin foils with 60~80 um thick were electropolished with a solution of
sulfuric acid and methanol (7:93) for transmission electron microscopy in JEM 3010.
3.4 Microindentation

Leco DM-400 microindentation machine was used to measure the microhardness on the post-shocked [001] and [221] samples. The aim of the tests was to
check if the hardness data are consistent with the microstructures of the individual
samples. These measurements were conducted on the samples every 0.75 mm along
the shock propagation direction.
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Figure 3.3: The shapes of the (a) SEM-ECC sample parallel to shock direction; (b)
TEM sample parallel to shock direction; and (c) TEM sample perpendicular to shock
direction.
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3.5 X-Ray Diffraction

The back and front reflection Laue method was used for orienting of bulk
crystals to prepare the required oriented samples for the various physical studies. The
Laue method requires very simple equipment (Figure 3.4): The crystal is mounted with
an adjustable orientation in a beam of general radiation, and a flat film in a lightproof
holder is mounted normal to the beam a few centimeters from the crystal. The Laue
method is used chiefly for determining the orientation of crystals, and in metallurgical
work for revealing crystalline imperfections, distortion and recrystallization. We used
this back reflection Laue camera to detect the crystal orientations perpendicular to the
shock direction. The [001] and [221] monocrystals were shocked along [001] and [221],
and we detected the [100] and [010] orientations, which are perpendicular to [001], and
[1 10] and [1 14] orientations, which are perpendicular to [221]. The diffraction
patterns we obtained directly from the Laue camera were analyzed by the software
OrientExpress.
3.6 Description of Materials

Two orientations of monocrystalline copper were subjected to the explosively
driven flyer plates shock/recovery experiments: [001] and [221]. The microstructures
of unshocked [001] and [221] samples contain a very low density of dislocations, as
shown in Figure 3.5 (a) (for [001] orientation) and Figure 3.6(for [221]). It is very easy
for the monocrysatlline copper to recover at room temperature. Very few typical
annealing twins were observed in [001] unshocked samples as shown in Figure 3.5 (b).
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Figure 3.4: Backscattering Laue camera.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.5: TEM shows unshocked [001] monocrystalline copper: (a) a few
dislocations; (b) annealing twins.
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Figure 3.6: Unshocked [221] monocrystalline coppers.

CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Defect Substructures Induced by Plate Impact

Shock-recovery experiments have been used to assess the effects of shock
waves on the postshocked microstructure and related mechanical behavior of copper
and many other materials. These experiments are performed such that the imparted
shock passes through the test material and is then dissipated in momentum traps.
Shock-release waves from free surfaces in the momentum traps can prevent spurious
plastic deformation from passing through the test material. This allows the test material
to be recovered and then examined to assess only the effects of the passage of a
uniaxial-strain shockwave rise and release. Several types of loading (flyer-plate impact,
laser-shock ablation, etc.) and momentum-trap arrangements have been employed.
In general, shock-recovery investigations performed on Cu and other fcc metals
have shown that shock loading results in an increase in dislocation density, and general
cellular dislocation structures are observed [111,123,124]. Deformation experiments
performed on shock-recovered Cu over a wide range of conditions have shown “shock
hardening” commensurate with the observed increase in dislocation density. For
example, Gourdin and Lassila [140] showed that the postshock constitutive behavior of
copper shocked to 10 GPa can be fitted using the mechanical threshold stress
constitutive model by adjusting the value of the internal-state variables associated with
dislocationdensity. Nevertheless, the work-hardening rate in shock-compressed
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samples was found to decrease with increasing peak pressure. Andrade [17] observed a
stress-strain curve that showed a very low work hardening after shock compression to a
pressure of 50 GPa. Intriguing results obtained for shock-loaded nickel by Meyers [125]
showed clear indication of work softening. This was interpreted as being due to the
breakdown of the loose cellular structure upon quasistatic plastic deformation. Work
softening had earlier been mentioned by Cottrell and Stokes [141] and was obtained by
Longo and Reed Hill [127,128,129] when specimens were first deformed at 77 K and
then at ambient temperature. Work-softening were also observed and studied in the
ultrafine-grained Al alloy processed by high-strain-rate, dissimilar-channel angular
pressing [142]. A detailed microstructural-evolution sequence occurring at successive
strain stages was investigated.
In our work, a series of microscopic pictures show the post-shocked defect
structures. A detailed discussion on the formation of these defects is presented next.
An explanation of the formation of slip bands is also proposed.
4.1.1 Monocrystals Plate Impacted at 30 GPa

In Figures 4.1 and 4.2, the SEM-ECC pictures show the results of the 30 GPa
post-shocked [001] and [221] substructures, respectively. The relative positions of the
front surface and back surface of the sample, as well as their relationship to the shock
direction are shown in Figure 3.3 (a). Recrystallization and slip bands are two
predominant defect structures for the 30 GPa shocked samples. By observing the two
sides of the specimens, it was found that the shock with energy level 30 GPa created a
sufficient temperature rise for recrystallization to occur on the front surface (closest to
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impact surface) for both orientations. In the [001] sample, the recrystallized grains
were seen on the front surface. The grain size ranges from 20 μm to 60 μm. But
recrystallization grains were seldom seen on the back surface (Figure 4.1 (c), (d) and
4.2(b)). This may indicate that along the shock wave propagation direction, there are
different temperature rises in the [100] samples. This outstanding difference in
microstructure is due to the shock energy decay through this cylinder-shaped sample.
More details will be discussed in Section 4.3. In [221] samples, there are recrystallized
grains on both surfaces. Annealing twins were seen inside the recrystallized grains.
SEM work revealed that there were more recrystallization grains growing in the
[221] than in the [001] orientations. Niewczas [143] observed that the recrystallization
in copper single crystals depends on the deformation induced defect structures, e.g.
twins. Therefore, the possible reasons may be that, during shock, the monocrystalline
samples with different crystalline orientations may produce different defect structures.
The nucleation and growth of the recrystallization grains depend somewhat on the
defect structures.
Recrystallized grains were observed in the [221] sample and the front surface
of [100] sample. These grains were seen to grow up along slip bands. This may
indicate that the temperature in that area is much higher than in the back of the sample
and may be explained by the deformation induced temperature rise [27]. Plastic
deformation at low strain rates can often be treated as an isothermal process, in which
the specimen does not undergo a significant temperature rise. However, if the tests
were conducted at higher stain rates (e.g. 103s-1), this deformation can be considered as
adiabatic. The deformation work is transformed into heat with the attendant
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temperature increase of the specimen. This temperature rise has a profound effect on
the constitutive behavior. The temperature rise associated with plastic deformation can
be directly obtained from constitutive equation by considering that a fraction (usually
around 0.9) of plastic deformation is converted into heat.
Except for the recrystallization, another distinct characteristic was the
formation of slip bands. Slip bands are common defect structures in pure copper, e.g.
when single crystals suffer cyclic deformations [17,80,81]. Microbands and microtwins
are common microstructures in dynamically deformed metals and alloys [91]. These
are usually revealed by transmission electron microscopy. Figure 4.1 (a), showing the
front surface of the [001] specimen, reveals slip bands between the recrystallized
grains (area B). Fig. 4.1 (b) provides a more detailed view of the area with these slip
bands. Similar but more regularly distributed slip bands were revealed in Fig. 4.1 (c)
and (d), which are on the back surface of the specimen. In Fig. 4.1 (d), the presence of
two sets of lines, which are spaced almost exactly 90° apart, is clear evidence of slip
bands. Figure 4.2 shows the SEM pictures for the monocrystalline copper specimen
with [221] orientation. Two traces of slip bands are present with an angle of 56°. As
will be seen later, these are the traces of [111] planes on [221].
Pure FCC metals accommodate plastic deformation by slip on the close-packed
{111} planes, and in the close-packed [110] directions forming 12 slip systems. Not all
the slip systems experience the same resolved shear stresses. Meyers [33] shocked [100]
monocrystalline copper and observed four systems simultaneously activated. Rashid et
al. [144] investigated the activation of the slip systems in monocrystalline copper with
[ 110 ] orientation by means of indentation. Their samples were subjected to planar,
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rather than general three-dimensional plastic flow. Huang and Gray [105] studied
bands inside shock loaded samples and provided a model for their formation. They
characterized the intrinsic nature of micro-bands in various materials deformed under
various paths, and assessed the influence of stacking-fault energy, the presence of
precipitates, and deformation methods on micro-band formation. Based on these
observed phenomena, including the constancy of micro-band thickness, tilt axis, shear
sense, and uniform shear strain over the cross-section of a micro-band, and the
consideration of roles of stacking fault energy, solute atoms and precipitates on
microband formation, the model was developed to describe the dislocation evolution.
They proposed that these micro-bands led to further coarse slip bands (or dislocation
tangles on glide planes). The model approaches this problem in a way of dislocation
generation, and development on the primary slip systems. Misorientation inside the
double walls is believed to be caused by the directional shear of primary dislocations.
Secondary slip is then induced by the internal stresses in the region between the double
walls. The final stable dislocation configuration is created as a result of the interaction
between the primary and secondary dislocations.
MD simulation was used by Rhee and coworkers [ 145 ] to simulate the
validation of the slip systems in dynamic deformation. It shows the special effects of
shock loading. Section 4.5 will analyze the validation of the slip systems in uniaxial
strain conditions in detail.
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(a) Front surface

(b) Front surface
Figure 4.1: SEM-ECC for 30 GPa [001] samples: (a) front surface of the sample
perpendicular to the shock wave propagation direction, revealing recrystallization as
well as slip bands; (b) front surface at arger magnification, and more detailed view of
slip bands; (c) the back surface; (d) the back surface of the sample, showing
perpendicular traces of slip bands.
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(c) Back surface

(d) Back surface

Figure 4.1 (continued)
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(a) Front side

(b) Back side
Figure 4.2: SEM-ECC for 30 GPa [221] samples: (a) front surface of the sample
perpendicular to the shock propagation direction; (b) back surface.
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Transmission electron microscopy of these samples shows more details. The
microstructure shown by TEM for the [001] copper sample after 30 GPa shock
compression consists of slip bands and stacking faults. Except for the slip bands, the
stacking faults appear throughout the specimen. Figure 4.3 (a) shows the traces of the
stacking faults. The thin foil has straight “boundaries” caused by fracturing along the
slip bands, which was also found by SEM (as in Fig. 3). Fig. 4.3 (b) shows the two sets
of stacking faults as traces of [ 220 ] and [220] orientations in the (001) plane when the
TEM electron beam direction is B=[001]. It seems that the [ 220 ] direction stacking
faults were formed after the [220] ones, because they are continuous, while the [220]
stacking faults are segmented into pieces. The occurrence of stacking faults is
comparable to the former work of Meyers and coworkers [33] on laser-induced shock
compression of monocrystalline copper. Four sets of stacking faults were found in the
microstructures of the [001] monocrystalline copper specimen laser shocked at 40 GPa.
Although the substructure of the [221] monocrystalline copper sample shocked
at 30 GPa is full of bands, the morphologies of these bands vary throughout the sample.
Micro-bands were found within these big bands having a width of 20~30 nm. Figure
4.4 (a) shows some bands with dislocations between them. Fig. 4.4 (b) shows the
regular slip band morphology. In Fig. 4.4 (c), slip bands were found inside of some
larger bands. In Fig. 4.4 (d), there are two sets of micro-bands with an angle of around
70°, and one of them is more predominant than the other.
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(a)

(b)

(b)
Figure 4.3: (a) Stacking faults were observed in 30 GPa post-shocked [001] copper
samples. (b) Two sets of perpendicular traces of the stacking faults were shown on the
(001) plane when the TEM electron beam direction is B=[001]; (c) the detailed view of
the stacking faults.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(b)

Figure 4.4: The morphology of bands in 30 GPa post-shocked [221] samples. (a)
Bands as well as dislocations; (b) Regular slip bands;(c) The formation of bands when
electron beam direction B = [001]. Slip bands were formed inside those bands; (d) Two
sets of slip bands interact with each other.
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4.1.2 Shock Compression to 57 GPa

At a higher shock pressure level of 57 GPa, the microstructures of the two
surfaces perpendicular to the shock propagation direction are basically the same, as
observed by SEM-ECC in Figure 4.5. For [001] samples shown in Fig. 4.5 (a),
recrystallized grains (area A in the picture), and bands (area B) with a width of 15~16
μm were the most prominent feature. This microstructure is very similar to that of the
front surface of the [100] samples shocked at 30 GPa (as shown in Fig. 4.1 (a)).
The [221] sample contains numerous recrystallized grains as shown in Fig. 4.5
(b). This is similar to the front surface of the [221] samples shocked at 30 GPa (Figure
4.2 (a)). For the 30 GPa condition, the number of recrystallized grains is less than that
for the 57 GPa sample, and some deformation bands can still be seen between these
grains. Another characteristic that should be noticed is that the presence of sub-bands
inside the deformation regions. Figure 4.6 shows that there are sub-bands with the
spacing of 5 μm wide parallel to each other inside the 15~16 μm wide larger band.
The microstructures developed in the 57 GPa plate impacted [001] sample, as
revealed by TEM pictures (Fig. 4.7 – 4.9), are not uniform. They consist of
deformation bands, slip bands, dislocation tangles and micro-twins. TEM pictures in
Figure 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 give us more details. The TEM pictures of a 57 GPa plate
impacted [221] sample are shown in Figure 4.11 and 4.12. Fig. 4.7 (a) shows the
general view near the back surface of the specimen for the 57 GPa plate impacted [001]
sample. A shear band with about a 1.5 μm wide crosses this specimen. Compared with
the slip bands around it, this shear band is larger and breaks the slip bands.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.5: SEM for 57 GPa post-shocked copper samples: (a) samples with [001]
orientation; (b) samples with [221] orientation.
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Figure 4.6: “Sub-bands” formed in the larger bands in area B for 57 GPa post-shocked
[001] samples.
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The formation of adiabatic shear bands can be attributed to the thermal
softening overcoming work (or stain) hardening. Additional considerations are strain
rate hardening, heat conduction out of the band, and geometric softening. Among them,
strain hardening and strain rate hardening are opposing factors and geometric softening
and thermal softening are favoring factors. The bands in Fig. 4.7 (a) show dendritic
characteristics. The vertical bands are larger than the horizontal ones; whereas the
number of horizontal ones is much higher than that vertical ones. Fig. 4.7 (b) is a much
detailed image of these slip bands. Two sets of slip bands having a width of about 0.5
μm are shown. It was captured when the electron beam direction was B = (011). By
using the corresponding diffraction patterns, the direction of vertical slip bands was
observed to be < 111 > . It appears that the horizontal slip bands were activated earlier
than the vertical bands, because the horizontal bands seem to be torn by the vertical
ones. Recovery characteristics appear in these bands. It is concluded that these bands
are the product of stacking fault packets combined with thermal recovery. Their
spacing is approximately the same as the one in Fig. 4.3 (30GPa). Micro-twins were
observed through out the sample (Fig. 4.8 (a)). They have a (110) habit plane at the
electron beam direction of (011). The sizes of these micro-twins vary from 80nm to
180 nm. Micro-twins were also found in monocrystalline copper samples laser shocked
at 55-60 GPa by Meyers et al. [33], but with size up to 1 μm. Meyers and Murr [146]
discussed the effect of material and shock-wave parameters on twinning in metals.
They proposed that twinning is a favored deformation mechanism under shock loading.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: TEM for 57 GPa post-shocked [100] copper samples: (a) overview of the
sample (x 10K); (b) slip bands.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8: Micro-twins in 57 GPa post-shocked [100] copper samples: (a) image of
micro-twins; (b) micro-twins with the habit plane of (1 11) shown at the electron beam
direction of (011).
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Figure 4.9: Micro-twins within recovered bands in 57 GPa plate impacted [001]
sample.
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Several factors such as pressure, crystallographic orientation, stacking fault energy, are
important for the formation of twins. Nolder and Thomas [5,6] found that twinning
occurred in fcc nickel, above 35 GPa, and this was confirmed by Greulich and Murr
[147].
Figure 4.9 shows that micro-twins are embedded within the recovered bands.
These bands are believed to have recovered from the shocked structure during the postshock heating. Meyers et al. [33] also observed similar features in laser shock
compression with the pressure of 60 GPa. The width of the recovered bands (around
500nm) is on the same TEM thin foil parallel to the impact surface. Banded dislocation
cell arrays can be seen in Fig. 4.10 (a). Between these arrays, there are dislocation
tangles and in some places the density of dislocation is very high. The dislocation
density is lower in the second thin foil along the shock direction. Based on our
observation, extended arrays of dislocation arrays/stacking faults can be seen in the
second thin foil. By measuring the distances between the repeated structures in both
Fig. 4.10 (a) and 4.7 (a), as indicated in the two pictures, it was found that the two
different structures have the same width of around 500 nm. The periodicity of the
features of Fig. 4.10 (a) is remarkable. It is speculated that these features are due to the
recovered stacking-fault arrays seen in Fig. 4.7 (a). Mughrabi and Ungar [148] found
some dislocation cell structures very similar to our observations, but they are quite
unlike the cells observed by other investigators (e.g., Johari and Thomas [5]). Such
dislocation cells were found in tensile-deformed [001]-orientated copper single crystals
deformed to τ = 75.6 MPa. Those cells were elongated in the tensile direction. Gray
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and Follansbee [ 149 ] concluded that increasing peak pressure or pulse duration
decreased the observed dislocation cell size and increased the yield strength.
The dislocation density (Fig. 4.10 (c)) is lower in the second thin foil along the
shock direction. TAnd the dislocation cells were extended and therefore show some
deformation characteristics. Figure 11 shows the cell sizes observed by Murr [150] in
shock compressed Cu and Ni. For the pressure of 57 GPa (marked in plot), one would
expect d-1around 11μm-1 or d around 90nm. This value is consistent with Fig. 4.10 (c).
Thus, the structures shown in Fig. 4.10(a) are recovered remnants of shock-induced
stacking fault packets, whereas the cells shown in Fig. 4.10(c) are indeed more closely
related to the dislocation cells observed by Murr [150].
Cell-like structures with poorly defined cell walls are observed commonly in
shocked copper and nickel [112]. If the shock pulse duration is low, the substructures
are more irregular because there is insufficient time for the dislocations generated by
the peak pressure (in the shock front) to equilibrate. There is usually a preponderance
of dislocation loops associated with the residual shock microstructures, and this is
largely unique to shock loading of high-stacking-fault free-energy metals and alloys.
At shock pressures above about 10 GPa, for most FCC metals having stacking-fault
free energies above about 50mJ/m2, a transitional range gives rise to tangles of
dislocations, poorly formed cells, and sometimes more planar arrays of dislocations.
Johari and Thomas [5] showed by TEM that in the Cu-1.10%Al alloy, after shock
deformation to 15 GPa, there are dislocation tangles arranged in cell structures. When
the stacking-fault energy of the material is low, dislocations can easily dissociate,
splitting into partial dislocations connected by a ribbon (or interfacial area) of stacking
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fault. The lower the stacking-fault energy, the greater the dissociations. When this
happens, the dislocations cannot easily cross-slip from one slip plane to another. In
FCC materials, the slip plane is usually restricted to [112]. In metals such as nickel,
which has stacking-fault energy of 128mJ/m2, cross slip forms dislocation cells
because mutual repulsions create arrangements that lower the overall internal energy.
In stainless steel, which has stacking-fault energy of 20mJ/m2, dislocation dissociation
creates long stacking faults or linear arrays of dislocations along the [112] plane. In
high stacking-fault FCC metals, such as nickel or copper, increasing dislocation
density results in a decrease in dislocation cell size (Figure 4.11) [30] to the point
where there is almost no dimensional distinction between the individual dislocation
and the cell dimension. For lower stacking-fault free-energy metals and alloys, there is
a tendency toward planar dislocation arrays below about 40mJ/m2, with stacking faults
and twin faults becoming prominent for stacking-fault free energies below about
25mJ/m2.
Other studies [132,133] also reviewed the substructural characteristics of
shock-deformed nickel. The substructure consists of tangled dislocations in cellular
arrays. These investigations studied the effect of pressure or pulse duration on cell size.
It was found that the cell size decreased with increasing pulse duration. On the other
hand, conventional deformation by tension at room temperature generated a
substructure consisting of larger cells with better-defined walls. Some articles on
nickel reported that the cell sizes under tensile deformation are about four times the
cell size shocked at 20GPa [130].
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(a)

500 nm

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.10: Dislocations in the 57 GPa post-shock [100] copper samples: (a) the
dislocation circles shown in the first thin foil along the shock direction; (b) the
dislocation circles shown in the first thin foil along the shock direction with a larger
magnification; (c) the dislocation circles shown in the second thin foil along the shock
direction.
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57

Figure 4.11: Variation of dislocation cell size with peak pressures for Cu and Ni.
(from Murr and Staudhammer [150]).
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The substructures in the [221] copper samples shocked at 57 GPa are more
uniform. The SEM-ECC pictures show recrystallized grains and annealing twins (as
shown in Fig. 4.12). Fig. 4.13 shows the annealing twins, and dislocations being
emitted from the annealing twin boundaries. There are big differences in the
microstructural features between the samples shocked at different pressures. Shock
wave energy, heat generated during shock and the heat transfer are some factors to be
considered when analyzing the post-shock microstructures. This will be addressed in
Section 4.5.
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Figure 4.12: TEM shows annealing twins and recrystallization grains in 57 GPa
shocked [221] sample.

Figure 4.13: TEM shows annealing twins: (a) image; (b) diffraction patterns in 57 GPa
shocked [221] sample.
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4.2 Three-Dimensional Defect Characteristics in Plate Impacted [001] and [221]
Monocrystalline Copper

In Section 4.1, we looked through the microstructural evolution along the shock
direction. We were also interested in the microstructures perpendicular to the shock
propagation directions, in order to piece together a 3-D picture of the defects inside the
samples. Therefore, more TEM was performed to explore the microstructure of the two
perpendicular crystal orientations, one parallel (Section 4.1) and one perpendicular to
the shock wave front. Section 4.2 will present the results for [100] orientation in the
[001] copper, and [1 10 ] in the [221] copper. The relations of these orientations are
shown in Figure 4.14 (a) and (b) for [001] and [221] samples, respectively. Small
cylinders with a diameter of 3mm were cut along these crystal orientations for use in
TEM, as shown in Figure 3.3.
4.2.1 Detection of the crystalline orientations by X-ray diffraction

The detection of the crystal orientations, [100] and [010] for [001] monocrystal,
and [1 10] and [1 14]for [221] monocrystal, (both perpendicular to the shock front), is
essential to our work. As described in Chapter 3, we used a Laue back reflection
camera to perform this. The geometry of the three perpendicular crystalline
orientations we were looking for are shown in Figure 4.14, and the position of the
sample to the camera and film is shown in Figure 4.15. The diffraction patterns are
shown in Figure 4.16.
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[001]

[010]

[100]

(a)
[221]

< 110 >

< 114 >
(b)
Figure 4.14: The geometry of the three perpendicular crystalline orientations: (a) in
[100] monocrystal; (b) in [221] monocrystal.
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Figure 4.15: Sample position to the film in X-ray experiment.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.16: (a) X-ray diffraction picture obtained from Laue camera for [001] sample;
(b) X-ray diffraction pattern for [001] sample.
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4.2.2 Microstructures along the Perpendicular Orientations
Very little work has been done using TEM to provide the three-dimensional
picture of microstructural evolution during plate impact. Figure 4.17 reveals the
microstructure along [100] crystal orientation shocked to 30 GPa. The [100] crystal
orientation is perpendicular to the [001] shock direction, which is the shock front plane.
Similar stacking faults were observed along the [100] orientation (Fig. 4.3), which may
indicate the stacking faults are distributed through out the sample for 30 GPa. The
traces of these stacking faults packets with [100] make angle of 90°. This is exactly the
expected angle.
The microstructure along the [1 10 ] orientation in the 30 GPa impacted [221]
sample is shown in Figure 4.18. Similar bands as shown in Fig. 4.4 (b) were also
observed. The basic difference with the [001] crystal is that two (or more) systerms are
simultaneously activated in the former, whereas Figs. 4. 18 and 4.4 (b) show primarily
one trace.
Various microstructures along the [100] orientation perpendicular to shock
front in 57 GPa impacted [100] copper are observed, as shown in Figure 4.19. Along
the [100] orientation, which is perpendicular to the shock direction, bands are the most
prominent characteristics. Fig. 4.19 (a) shows two bands interacting with each other.
Fig. 4.19 (b) gives us an overview of the bands in the whole sample. There are
recrystallization nuclei shear bands observed, which is interacting with those bands. In
Fig.4.19 (c), bands are predominant in one orientation and interact with others in the
other orientation. Fig. 4.19 (d) shows a more detailed view inside the bands. The
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fringes observed inside the bands are suggestive of grain boundaries. Thus, significant
recovery could have led to the formation of low-angle boundaries. These banded
features are similar to the ones observed at the laser shock compression of 60 GPa. As
we have analyzed in Section 4.1, the diversity of the post-shocked microstructures are
induced by the high shock pressure and the post-shock heating due to it. The 57 GPa
impacted [221] samples that we examined are completely recrystallized.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.17: (a) Stacking faults packets over the sample along [100] orientation
(perpendicular to shock front) in the 30 GPa impacted [001] sample; (b) diffraction
pattern indicating the orientations of the stacking faults.
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Figure 4.18: Bands in [1 10 ] orientation (perpendicular to shock front) in 30 GPa
shocked [221] samples
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(a)

Shear
bands

(b)

Figure 4.19: Microstructures along [100] orientation (perpendicular to shock front) in
57 GPa shocked [001] samples: (a)intersection of two bands; (b)overview of the bands
through out the samples; (c) diffraction pattern indicates the orientations of bands
crossing to each other; (d) the fringes inside the bands.
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(c)

(d)

Figure 4.19 (continued)
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4.3 Effect of Shock Compression Methods on the Defect Substructures in
Monocrystalline copper
In the design of the experimental techniques for shock compression, it is
essential that the principal parameters are well characterized in the experiments. Flyerplate impact and laser shock are two typical loading methods employed in shockrecovery experiments. In the flyer-plate impact experiment, the plate impacts a target at
a known velocity. If the impact is perfectly plane and if the velocity vector of the
impacting plate is perfectly normal to the impact plane, then a state of pure onedimensional strain will be produced in both flyer plate and target. The minimization of
lateral strain in shock compression has been shown by Gray [151] and Mogilevsky
[152] to be important.
Lasers deliver high energy density in extremely short pulse durations enabling
research in regimes of pressure and strain rates never before explored. Lasers have
been shown to generate pressures from 10 to over 500 GPa. The TPa regime is also
currently accessible [e.g.,153] through the use of the hohlraum concept. R. Cauble et al.
[154] developed methods to obtain the equation-of-state data in the 10-40 Mbar (1-4
TPa) regime. Lasers also provide an easy way to vary pulse duration (“dwell time”)
with picosecond resolution, which can then be correlated to the pressure data to yield a
strain rate. Lasers typically produce less residual strain as compared to other
techniques and post-shock heating is minimized because of the rapid quenching of the
material due to the short-duration of the pulses and the small specimen size/geometry.
Laser-driven shocks are created by the rapid heating of the surface from the intense
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laser illumination of the material [ 155]. Lasers are uncovering a new frontier in
materials dynamics under extreme states of shock compression.
There are differences in the strain rates and shock durations of the waves
between impact and laser shock at the same peak pressure. To explore the effects of
these factors, it is necessary to compare the post-shocked defect substructures for both
of the two experimental methods. Monocrystalline copper samples with the same
crystalline orientations were selected for comparison. Both the flyer-plate impact and
laser techniques have recently been employed to explore the post-shocked
microstructures of monocrystalline copper. Significant differences in the residual
microstructures have been observed at high pressures.

4.3.1 Comparison of Experimental Methods
Monocrystalline copper samples with [001] and [221] orientations were also
subjected to laser shock. The results are compared with the plate impact experiment
described in Section 4.1 and 4.2. The laser shock experiments were primarily carried
out at the OMEGA Laser Facility at University of Rochester’s Laboratory for Laser
Energetics (LLE). Preliminary and follow-up experiments were performed using the
JANUS Laser at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). The input laser
energies used in the experiments are: 40 J, 70 J, 205 J, and 300 J. The energies can be
I
translated into pressures using Lindl’s equation [ 156]: P = 40 ⎛⎜ 15 ⎞⎟
⎝ λ ⎠

2

3

. Where P is

pressure (MBar), I15 is laser intensity (1015 w/cm2), and λ is wavelength in micrometers.
The laser spot size was on the order of 2.5 mm to 3 mm, depending on the size of the
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sample and the pulse durations were typically 2.5 ns with a small number of
experiments occurring at 6 ns. This experimental setup was described by Meyers et al.
[33], which can provide energy densities on the order of 50 MJ/m2. For the laser
recovery experiments, single crystals of Cu with an [001] and [221] orientation were
obtained from Goodfellow in the form of disks with 2.0-3.0 mm diameter and 1 mm
thickness. They were mounted into foam-filled recovery tubes. Foam with a density of
50 mg/cm3 was used to decelerate the samples for recovery. The shock amplitude at the
surface of the Cu crystal can be obtained from the laser energy and the computed
values (using hydrocode calculations). Due to the short duration of the shock created
by the 3 ns laser pulse, the decay of pressure in the specimen is very rapid. Table 4.1
summarizes the different experimental conditions for plate impact shock and laser
shock.
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Table 4.1: Plate Impact Shock and Laser Shock
Plate Impact

Laser Shock

Pressure

30-57 GPa

20-60 GPa

Shock Wave Peak

1.1μs

40 ns

Duration

(at 5mm into the sample

(at 0.5 mm into the sample,

along shock direction for

initial peak pressure 60 GPa)

peak pressure 60 GPa)
1.4μs
(at point 5mm into the
sample along shock
direction for peak pressure
30 GPa)
Strain Rate

106

109

Post-Shock Heating

Minimized (T0 =90 K)

Large(T0 =300 K)
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4.3.2 Shock-wave Attenuation
Explosively driven flyer plates and direct drive lasers produce different shock
pulses. For the cases studied here (thick samples, ~1 mm) and moderately short laser
pulses (2-3 ns), the launched shock quickly evolves into a blast wave, which has a
triangular shape. A typical pulse shape is shown in Figure 4.20. At 0.5 mm into the
sample, the pulse duration is around 40 ns, at the laser energy of around 300 J, which
produces an initial pressure of approximately 60 GPa. In our experiments, phase plates
were also utilized to smooth the beam over the entire surface of interest. Thus, the
difference in the sample pressure duration (pressure dwell time) between the two shock
compression method is of the order 103~104.
The shock wave produced by plate impact has initially a square shape (as
shown previously in Fig. 3.2). It has a flat top that has a length equal to twice the time
required for the wave to travel through the projectile. The portion of the wave in which
the pressure returns to zero is called the “release”. During impact, elastic waves with
velocity C0 and shock waves with velocity Us are emitted into the target and projectile.
The rarefaction overtaking the peak pressure plateau from the back travels with the
velocity of C+Up. The front of the shock wave travels with the velocity of Us. The
bottom of the part that is beyond the peak pressure travels with a velocity of C0. Hence,
eventually the rarefaction catches up with the shock front, leading to a triangularshaped blast wave, much like in the laser experiment. The attenuation of a wave is the
decay of the pressure pulse as it travels through the material. The shock wave keeps a
flat top within the initial duration of the peak shock pulse of time tp. This duration, tp,
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is approximately equal to twice the travel time of the shock wave through the projectile
[112]:
tp ≈

2d 0
Us

4- 1

where d0 is the flyer-plate thickness (Fig. 4.21), tp, the initial pulse duration. For the
plate-impact shock wave, the distance that the peak pressure is maintained, S, can be
calculated to a first approximation, by:
S=

U s2 t p
U p + C −Us

Us=C0+S1Up

4- 2

4- 3

where tp in Eq. 4-1 and 4-2 is the initial shock duration time, and Eq. 4-3 is the
standard (Us, Up) linear shock relation. This calculation in Eq. 4-2 neglects the advance
of the interface. If we do consider that advance, a more precise solution is given as Eq.
4-4:
S=

U s Ct p
U p + C − Us

4- 4

The calculated distance S for 30 GPa is 28.5 mm and for 57 GPa is 23.6 mm.
The parameters for copper are shown in Table 4. 2. For Cu: S1=1.489 km/s. At
different pressures, the shock wave parameters are different. As mentioned above, the
top of the back part of the shock travels with the velocity of C+Up and the front of the
shock wave travels with the velocity of Us (Fig. 3.2). Assuming the top of the plate
impact shock wave initially has a length of twice of the projectile (9 mm), the duration
of the pulse at a depth of 5 mm from the impact interface can be calculated. The shock
wave duration is around 1.4 μs for 30 GPa and 1.1 μs for 60 GPa. Setting a time of 5μs,
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we are able to calculate the transport of the shock front and shock rarefaction,
separately, and determine the progress of the shock pulse through the sample.
Figure 4.21 is the distance-time plot for a projectile of thickness d0 impacting a
semi-infinite target. The slopes of the lines are the inverse of the velocities. It is
assumed that the elastic waves have velocities higher than the shock waves and that
both target and projectile are of the same material. The flyer plate propagating at a
velocity Vp impacts the target at time t0. Then its velocity is reduced to V. Elastic
waves with velocity C0 and shock waves with velocity Us are emitted into the target
and projectile. It is the relative position of these various waves at different times that
establishes the shape of the stress pulse.
Based on the explanation of shock-wave propagation shown in Fig. 4.21, the
attenuation of the shock waves for impacts at 30 GPa and 57 GPa are plotted in Figures
4.22 (a) and (b), separately. The calculated pulse attenuation is shown by the sequence
of pulses. We can thus obtain the progress of the shock pulse through the sample and
its decay, shown in Figure 4.22(a), for both 30 GPa and 57 GPa. The peak pressure can
be maintained for 28.5 mm for 30 GPa and 23.6 mm for 57 GPa. Fig. 22(b) represents
the shock pressure decay for laser shocked samples, extracted from the laser impact
energies and hydrocode calculations. Note that the maximum pressure vs distance
plotted in Fig. 23 (b), at small distances, is nearly the same as the laser ablation
pressure, which can be high, at the higher laser energies. There is an exponential
decrease as a function of propagation distance. The difference between the decay rates
in Fig. 23 (a) and (b) is the result of the difference in pulse duration.
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Table 4.2: Shock Wave Parameters.
Pressure (GPa)

30

57

Us1 (km/s)

4.95

5.64

Up1(km/s)

0.679

1.142

C01(km/s)

5.131

5.846

28.5

23.6

Peak-pressure-maintained
distance, S, mm

Figure 4.20: Pulse shape of typical laser shock experiment: time duration is 40
nanoseconds and peak pressure to 20 GPa (energy is ~300 J, equivalent to 60 GPa).
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Figure 4.21: Distance x – time t plot of impact of flyer plate of thickness d0 on semiinfinite target from M. Meyers [112], p. 181.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.22: Attenuation of shock waves in plate impacted monocrystalling copper (10
mm thickness) with initial peak pressure of (a) 30 GPa; (b) 57 GPa.
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Figure 4.23: Pressure profiles along the samples during shock: (a) plate-impact shock;
(b) laser shock.
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4.3.3 Comparison of Different Defect Substructures
One method to understand how shockwave compression affects material
response is to compare the microstructural evolution of the material subjected to
different compression methods. The defect substructures of both plate-impacted and
laser shocked [001] and [221] monocrystalline copper will be compared in this section.
Similar work has been done by Gray [35], where the influences of triangular Taylor
waves and square-topped shock waves on 316L stainless steel are studied, to support
large-scale computer simulations of high-strain-rate, large-strain plasticity, damage
evolution, failure and fragmentation of materials subjected to dynamic impulses.
Although the profile of a laser shock wave has a similar triangular shape, as the Taylor
wave, the latter has a duration of the order of one microsecond, while the former has a
much shorter duration of several nanoseconds.
The residual microstructures are dependent on orientation, pressure, and
shocking method. The much shorter pulse duration in laser shock yield recovered
microstructures closer to the ones generated at the shock front. For the flyer-plate
experiments, the longer pulse duration allows shock-generated defects to reorganize
into lower energy configurations. The cooling times were calculated for the laser and
plate-impact experiments. Plate impact experiments were carried out at an initial
temperature of 88 K whereas the laser shock experiments were conducted at ambient
temperature. Nevertheless, the differences are on the order of 5000. The differences in
residual microstructures are attributed to the much larger cooling times in the plateimpact experiments. From this point of view, more differences were expected for the
post shocked microstructures of plate impacted and laser shocked samples. At the
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higher pressure level, extensive recrystallization was observed in the plate-impact
samples, while it was absent in laser shock. An effect that is proposed to contribute
significantly to the formation of recrystallized regions is the existence of micro-shearbands, which increase the local temperature beyond that predicted from adiabatic
compression.

4.3.3.1 Plate Impact and laser shock at 30-40 GPa
[001] orientation
The microstructures are characterized by stacking faults for both the plate
impacted and laser shocked [001] samples, as shown in Fig.4.3. This is known and has
been established by Murr [150,2], among others. The average spacing between
stacking faults is between 230 and 450 nm for the laser shocked samples and between
180 and 220 for the plate-impact shocked sample. The stacking fault patterns are
similar to the ones observed by Murr [2] for the 30 GPa plate-impact shocked samples.
It shows the two sets of stacking faults as the traces of [ 220 ] and [220] orientations in
(001) plane when the TEM electron beam direction is B=[001]. It should be noted that,
in the 30 GPa plate-impact shocked [100] monocrystalline copper samples, we
observed isolated recrystallization as well as localized deformation bands. These were
absent in the laser shocked specimens.
[221] orientation
The substructure of the plate impacted [221] sample shocked at 30 GPa
contained bands, whose morphologies vary through the sample. Some large bands had
a width around 120 ~130 nm (Fig. 4.4). Micro-bands with a width of 20 ~ 30 nm were
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found within these large bands. More detailed TEM shows that there are two sets of
micro-bands with an angle of around 70°; one direction is more predominant than the
other one.
The laser shocked [221] samples were characterized by a greater density of
twins than bands. Although some bands with a width of 100 ~ 200 nm were observed
very similar to those large bands in the 30 GPa plate impacted samples, twins were
more prevalent throughout the sample. Figure 4.24 shows two traces of twins with a
(1 11) habit plane.
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Figure 4.24: Twins in 35 GPa laser shocked [221] samples.
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4.3.3.2 Impact and laser shock at 55-60 GPa
[100] orientation
Micro-twins formed in both the 57 GPa plate impacted and 60 GPa laser
shocked samples. In plate-impacted [001] monocrystalline samples, as shown in Fig.
4.8 (a), there is only one set of micro-twins with ( 111 ) as habit plane. The sizes for
micro-twins vary from 80 nm to 180 nm. For the laser-shocked [001] samples, there
are two sets of micro-twins. When imaged at B = [001], they appear at exactly 90° to
each other aligned along [ 2 2 0 ] and [ 2 2 0 ] directions, respectively, and they are
present roughly in the same proportion.
It should be noted that the deformation microstructure was not uniform around
the perforation in either of the two kinds of samples. For the 57 GPa plate-impact
shocked samples, there are deformation bands, slip bands, recrystallized regions and
dislocation tangles in addition to micro-twins. These broad bands are absent in the
laser shock case because of the much shorter time intervals involved. The shock
velocity is approximately 5.6 mm/μs, and duration of 1.4 μs can generate
heterogeneities extending over a few mm. On the other hand, the ability to generate
inhomogeneities is much more restricted for the laser shock case, with a duration of 40
ns at 0.5 mm from the energy deposition surface. These are a few micrometers long,
and their thicknesses are greatly reduced. For the 55-60 GPa laser shocked samples,
some laths away from the center of the TEM foils [33] were observed, while microtwins were situated closer to the center. The lath interface plane is parallel to [001] and,
therefore, uniquely different from micro-twins. In fact, on rare occasions we observed
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laths containing some micro-twins. Similar bands were also observed in 57 GPa plate
impacted [001] sample (Fig.4.19).
However, the major difference between the laser shocked samples and plateimpact shocked samples in the 55-60 GPa regime is the presence of fully recrystallized
regions in the latter. The recrystallized grains in the 57 GPa plate-impact shocked [100]
sample are similar to those for the 30 GPa plate-impact, but much more extensive.
Meyers et al. [33] explained the formation of bands and laths in laser shocked
samples. These features are believed to be consistent with the “wavy sub-grains”
observed after high-pressure shock compression by Murr [38] (in particular, note the
similarities with Figs. 34 and 35 in ref. [38]). This structure is also analogous to the
one observed by Gray [157] in specimens where the residual strain was high. Thus, it
is suggested that the substructures are due to thermal recovery of the shock-induced
microstructure. The orientation close to {111} of the boundaries is a residue of the
original twin boundaries. This microstructure represents the recovered state of a
heavily twinned and dislocated structure. The heavily dislocated structures for plateimpact shocked samples at the same pressure clearly indicate that the there is not as
much as thermal recovery in the laser shocked samples.

[221] orientation
The [221] samples plate-impacted at 57 GPa were full of large recrystallized
grains, which were shown by both TEM and ECC [137] in Fig. 4.12 and 4.13.
Annealing twins grow in the recrystallized grains. In 60 GPa laser shocked [221]
samples, there is a high density of dislocations, as shown in Figure 4.25. These
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dislocations are tangled and some bands were formed as a result of heavy dislocation
density.
Laser and plate-impact shocked copper with two orientations ([001] and [221])
revealed similarities as well as differences, which are interpreted in terms of the shock
compression and thermal excursion processes. The observations can be summarized as:
At lower pressures, (30 – 40 GPa range), there are profuse stacking faults in [100]
orientation which have traces at 900 for both the laser and plate-impact experiments.
The stacking-fault spacing is about the same; 200-300 nm.
In the 55-60 GPa range, micro-twins are observed for both laser and plateimpact shocked [100]orientation. For 57 GPa shock of both [001] and [221]
orientations, there are recrystallized grains for plate impact, while no recrystallized
grains appeared in laser shocked samples. Regions of shear localization were observed
after impact shock, while they were absent after laser shock. These microshear bands
have a thickness of approximately 1.5 μm. Table 4. 3 summarizes the defect
substructures of Impacted and laser shocked monocrystalline copper.
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Figure 4.25: Dislocation structures in 60 GPa laser shocked [221] samples:

Figure 4.26: Twins in 60 GPa laser shocked [221] samples.
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Table 4.3: Defect Substructures of Plate-Impacted and Laser shocked Monocrystals
Peak Pressure

Plate Impact
[001]

Laser shock

[221]

[001]

[221]

Micro-bands

Stacking Faults

Twins

30-40 GPa
Stacking Faults
Recrystallization

Micro-twins
55-60 GPa

Micro-bands
Dislocation cells

Recrystallization

Micro-twins
Lathes

Dislocations
Deformation
twins
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4.4 Microhardness
Microhardness is a material property which can be correlated to the
deformation substructures. Table 4.4 shows the microhardness for plate impacted [001]
and [221] samples. The microhardness tests were conducted on the samples along the
shock propagation direction. Hardness vs. distance plots were made for the four
different samples in Figure 4.27. It can be observed that, for 30 GPa impacted samples,
the hardness is higher than that of 57 GPa impacted ones. This indicates that significant
recovery must have occurred for the 57 GPa [001] sample. At the same pressure level,
the [001] samples always has a higher hardness than the [221]; and the 57 GPa [221]
are much softer than the other three samples.
These phenomena correlated well with the microstructure for each of the
different samples. Recrystallization may be an important factor to consider in this case.
Recall that there is more recrystallzation in 57 GPa impacted samples, and more
recrystallization in [221] samples than in [001] samples. In the 57 GPa [221] samples,
large region with recrystallized grains were found. The possible reason for the
recrystallization inside the impacted samples will be explained in Section 4.5. The
microhardness values for plate impacted monocrystalline copper were compared with
those of laser shocked copper done by Schneider [158]. For laser shocked samples, the
hardness increases substantially with increasing laser shock energy. A rapid decrease
in the hardness is observed after the first 1 mm of material, which is correlated to the
rapid decay of laser shock waves. It was observed that there were no significant
changes within 4 mm from the shock front, consistently with the pressure decay
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calculated in Section 4.3.2. Notice that in laser shocked samples with same pressure
level [158], for example, 40 GPa laser shocked monocrystalline copper with [134]
orientation, the hardness changes from around 105 Hv to 60 Hv in 1.5 mm. For 55-60
GPa laser shocked [134] samples, it ranges from 115 Hv to 80 Hv in 2 mm from the
shock front. This is related to the microstructures of impacted and laser shocked
samples. The recovery process is more significant in plate impacted samples than that
in laser shocked samples. The explanation of the recovery will also be shown in
Section 4.4.
The strength and mechanical properties changes of post-shocked materials. As
reviewed in Chapter 2, the shock hardening observed in many different materials has been
extensively studied, examples are pure metals [17], as steels [ 159 , 160 ], intermetallic
[ 161, 162, 163], and superalloys [ 164]. The shock-induced strength enhancement measured in
metals is due to the generation of defects. The dislocation substructures generated by shock
loading depend on a number of shock wave and materials parameters. Once the shock
hardening reaches a saturation level, it will start decreasing at increasing pressures. This is due
to the shock-induced heating producing recovery and recrystallization in the structure, which
eliminates the effects of shock-induced defects. In high strain rate deformation, when dynamic
recovery is inhibited during prestraining, it is possible for work softening to take place [94]. As
we discussed in Section 2. 3, Meyers [ 165] found the shock softening in Nickel. At a pressure
of 50 GPa the hardness saturates, and at higher pressures it starts to drop. The pressure at
whick hardness saturation is observed varies from material to material and depends on the
thermal stability of the shock-induced substructure.
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Table 4.4: Microhardness for Plate Impact Shocked [100] and [221] Samples

Distance from

Average Microhardness (Hv)

shock front
30GPa[100]

30GPa[221]

57GPa[100]

57GPa[221]

mm

138.97

125.07

124.2

66.833

0.75

144.13

130.93

126.7

66.767

1.5

141.33

129.1

125.8

69.767

2.25

138.8

128.2

123.13

62.933

3

141.43

126.03

121.1

63.4

3.75

Figure 4.27: Microhardness for plate impact shocked [001] and [221] monocrystailline
copper
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4.5 Heat Generation and Transfer Inside Shocked Samples
4.5.1 Temperature Rise due to Shock Waves
The temperature inside a material will rise during and after the passage of a
shock wave. Meyers [112] explained this phenomenon in his book. Figure 4.28 shows
the shock Hugoniot and release isentrope for hypothetical materials. The
thermodynamic process at the shock front is assumed to be adiabatic and the release
from the shock front is assumed to be isentropic. For solid materials, the shock
Hugoniot and release isentrope are fairly close. In Fig. 4.28, a material was shocked to
pressure P1 from an initial state at atmospheric pressure. When the pressure is released,
unloading follows the release isentrope to point 2. It can be seen that V2 is different
from V0, because T2 is higher than T0. This irreversible process generates lost energy
(shown by the hatched area). Indicated in the same plot are three temperatures: T0, T1,
and T2. The temperature rise induced by shock waves and their effect on dynamic
deformed metals were extensively revealed in the literature [166, 167,168,169].
As seen in the Section 4.2, laser and plate-impact shocks have different wave
shapes and duration times: 2~10 ns for the laser and 1~2 μs for flyer plate. It is
important to note this difference because they are responsible for the heat generated
during shock and the heat transfer. When a shock wave compresses a sample, the
shock amplitude attenuates along the propagation direction. We have described the
progress of the shock pulse through the sample and its decay in Section 4.2. It is shown
in Fig. 4.23 for both 30 GPa and 57 GPa. The difference between the decay rates in Fig.
4. 23 (a) and (b) is the result of the difference in pulse duration.
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Figure 4.28: Shock Hugoniot and release isentrope [112].
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Based on the pressures given in Fig. 4. 23, the shock and residual temperatures
inside the sample can be calculated through Equations 4-5 and 4-6. The shock
temperature Ts is:
⎡ −γ
⎤
exp ⎢ 0 V1 ⎥
⎡γ
⎤ P(V0 − V1 )
⎣ V0
⎦ V1 P exp( γ 0 V) ⎡ 2 − γ 0 (V − V) ⎤ dv
Ts = T0 exp ⎢ 0 (V0 − V1 ) ⎥ +
+
⎢
⎥
0
∫V0
2C v
2C v
V0 ⎣
V0
⎣ V0
⎦
⎦

4- 5

where γ0 is the Gruneisen constant, and V0 and V1 are derived in Fig. 4.28. For copper,
γ0 is 1.99. P is the peak pressure of the shock waves, and V1 is the volume of the
materials at shock.
The residual temperature Tr is:
⎡ −γ
⎤
Tr = T1 exp ⎢ 0 (V0 − V1 ) ⎥
⎣ V0
⎦

4- 6

V1 can be calculated from the following relationships between shock parameters.

P=

[V

C 02 (V0 − V )

0

C 02
V=
2PS 2

− S(V0 − V )

]

4- 7

2

⎡
4PSV0 2S(S − 1)V0 P ⎤
+
− 1⎥
⎢ 1+
C 02
C 02
⎢⎣
⎥⎦

(m3/kg)

4- 8

where C0 and S are the parameters used to describe a linear relationship between shock
velocity Us and particle velocity Up. This expression is obtained from the polynomial
fit:
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U = C0 + S1U p + S2 U 2p +LL

4- 9

For Cu, C0= 3.94 ×103 m / s , S= 1.489 ×103 m / s .
The heat capacity Cv (the specific heat at constant volume) needs to be
considered carefully, because the plate impact experiments were conducted at 90 K, a
region where Cv varies considerably with temperature. The values of specific heat at
constant pressure, Cp, is usally easier to measure than Cv values. Cv values can, in
theory be evaluated solely from Cp and PVT data [170].
C v = T(

∂S
)v
∂T

4- 10

∂S
)p
∂T

4- 11

Cp = T(

VTβ2
Cp − C v =
KT

4- 12

Where β is the volumetric expansion coefficient, KT is is the isothermal coefficient of
compressibility, and V is the unit volume.
The use of β and KT is quite helpful since their values may often be assumed to
be constant during a given process. The slow variation of these two properties with
temperature is illustrated by Figures 4.29 and 4.30. Figure 4.31 shows the calculated Cv.
It is clear from this plot, that Cv increases from 220 to 400 J/Kg-K as the temperature
rises in the specimen. Thus the assumption of a constant Cv would introduce a
significant error in calculations.
Using Equations 4-5 to 4-12, the residual temperatures throughout the samples
immediately after shock (no heat transfer) can be calculated. The calculated values are
shown in Figures 4.32 and 4.33 for the residual temperature for impacted (with peak
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pressures of 30 GPa and 50 GPa) and laser-shocked copper samples (with pressures of
20 GPa, 40 GPa and 55-60 GPa). Figs. 4.33 show the residual temperature distribution
along the shock wave propagation direction. In Figure 4.34, residual temperatures as a
function of shock pressures for laser (from 300 K) and impacted (from 90 K) copper
samples were compared. It can be seen from these plots that, for samples plate
impacted or laser shocked at the same pressure, the residual temperature for laser shock
is much higher. These results applied only immediately after shock, and can be used as
initial conditions for the calculation of heat transfer following plate impact and laser
shock.

Isothermal coefficient of compressibility
KT*10^7
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0.85
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600
Temperature, K
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Figure 4.29: Isothermal coefficient of compressibility, KT, for copper.
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Volumetric expansion coefficient
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Figure 4.30: Volumetric expansion coefficient for copper.
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Figure 4.31: Specific heat at constant volume for copper.
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Residual Temperature, K

450
400
350
57 GPa
30 GPa

300
250
200
150
100
50
0

50

100
150
Distance, mm

200

250

Figure 4.32: Residual temperatures for plate impacted copper samples with peak
pressures of 30 GPa (tp ~1.4 μs) and 57 GPa (tp ~1.1 μs).

Figure 4.33: Residual temperatures for laser-shocked copper samples with peak
pressure of 40 GPa and 60 GPa.
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Figure 4.34: Residual temperatures as a function of shock pressures for laser (from
300 K) and impacted (from 90 K) copper samples.
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4.5.2 Heat Generation in Shear Localization Regions
In Section 4.1, recrystallized grains were formed in the [221] impacted sample
and in the front surface of the [001] samples. These grains were seen to grow
preferentially along slip bands. Figure 4.35 schematically shows this phenomenon.
This indicates that the temperature in that area is much higher than other regions and
may be explained by deformation-induced temperature rise [27]. Plastic deformation at
low strain rates can often be treated as an isothermal process, in which the specimen
does not undergo a significant temperature rise. However, if deformation is carried at
higher stain rates (e.g. 103), the process is often adiabatic. The deformation work is
transformed into heat, and thus, a temperature increase within the specimen. This
temperature rise has a profound effect on the constitutive behavior. The temperature
rise associated with plastic deformation can be directly obtained from the constitutive
response by considering that a fraction of plastic deformation is converted into heat.
Figure 4.7(a) shows a shear localization area. Other observations also confirm
the presence of localized regions of concentrated shear. Huang and Gray [105] were
among the first to observe and systematically study these bands. The plastic
deformation in these regions exceeds substantially the one predicted from uniaxial
strain, and one can expect local fluctuations in temperature. Indeed, the temperature
rise in the shear localization areas can be calculated from the constitutive response of
copper. This deformation-induced temperature rise is expressed as:
β
ΔTd =
ρCp

ε1

∫ σdε

ε0

4- 13
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where ρ is the density, Cp is the heat capacity, and β is the Taylor factor. For most
metals, β is usually taken as 0.9-1.0. The strength of the material σ has to be estimated
under specified conditions in different cases. We use the Johnson-Cook [171] equation:
σ = (σ0 + Bε n )(1 + C log
where

T* =

T − Tr m
ε&
)[1 − (
) ]
ε0
Tm − Tr
T − Tr
Tm − Tr

4- 14

4-

15

The temperature change due to the plastic deformation is expressed as:
ε&
)
ε& 0
Bε n +1
*
T = 1 − exp[
× (σ 0 ε +
)]
ρCp (Tm − Tr )
n +1
−0.9(1 + C log

4- 16

Where, Tr = 90 K, Tm = 1356K, B = 53.7 MPa, C = 0.026, σ0 = 330 MPa (the value for
shock hardened copper), n = 0.56, m = 1.04, ρ90K = 9.05g/cm3, Cp,90K = 260 J/Kg-K.
Figure 4.36 expresses the increase in temperature as a function of strain for a
hypothetical shock hardened copper specimen. The plot shows that there may be
considerable local heat generation around heavily deformed areas (such as deformation
bands). This temperature rise should be added to the residual temperature after shock.
Thus this explains why these regions can act as initiation sites for post-shock
recrystallization.
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Figure 4.35: Schematic drawing of recrystallized grains near deformation bands.
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Figure 4.36: Temperature rise due to plastic deformation.
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4.5.3 Heat Transfer Inside the Impacted and Laser Shocked Samples.
Whenever a temperature gradient exists within a system or whenever two
systems at different temperatures are brought into contact, energy is transferred. The
process by which the energy transport takes place is known as heat transfer. The
temperature distributions calculated in Section 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 lead to heat transfer in
sample. The duration time of the heat transfer has important effects on the postshocked defect substructure evolution. Therefore, only obtaining the temperature
distribution immediately after shock is not enough for the explanation of the
microstructure. It is necessary to calculate the heat transfer after shock.
The literature of heat transfer generally recognizes three distinct modes of heat
transmission: conduction, radiation and convection. Whenever a temperature gradient
exists in a solid medium, heat will flow from the higher-temperature to the lowertemperature region. This is called heat conduction. Radiation is the process of the
energy leaving a surface as radiant heat. The convection mode of heat transfer actually
consists of two mechanisms operating simultaneously. The first is the energy transfer
due to molecular motion, and the second is energy transfer by the macroscopic motion
of fluid parcels.
Strictly speaking, only conduction and radiation should be classified as heat
transfer processes, because only these two mechanisms depend on the mere existence
of a temperature difference for their operations. The last of the three, the convection,
does not strictly comply with the definition of the heat transfer because its operation
also depends on mechanical mass transport. In heat transfer, as in other branches of
engineering, the successful solution of a problem requires assumptions and
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idealizations. For the heat transfer problem in the shock compression case, it is
assumed that convection and radiation are too small to be estimated. Only heat
conduction is estimated by a numerical model.
Not much previous work has been done on the heat transfer process during the
dynamic deformation of materials. Hoashi et al. [ 172 ] presented a numerical
simulation of wave-type heat transfer phenomena propagating in an aluminum thin foil
irradiated by a pulsed laser using the cubic interpolated propagation method coupled
with a thermo-convective model. Kanel et al. [173] considered shock heating and heat
transfer of the ion beam technique to investigate hypervelocity impact. The limiting
factor for launching was melting of the accelerated flyer plate as a result of shock-wave
heating and heat transfer from the energy deposition zone. The experiments gathered
Hugoniot measurements and information on the unloading of the shock-compressed
state down to the vaporization region. Shock-wave parameters causing melting in
aluminum, copper, molybdenum, and titanium during release were measured with a
pulse proton beam. A method of taking measurements in the vaporization region were
tested with explosive facilities. Xu et al. [174] discussed the heat generated inside
shear bands.
In our work, we considered the heat generated inside the copper samples during
plate impact or laser shock, and determined the temperature distributions inside the
sample along shock wave propagation direction. We considered the transfer of the heat
inside the copper cylinders by assuming a one-dimensional heat conduction model.
The rate at which heat is transferred by conduction, qk, is proportional to the
temperature gradient times the area A through which heat is transferred:
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qk ∝ A

dT
dx

4- 17

T(x) is the local temperature and x is the distance in the direction of the heat flow. The
actual rate of heat flow depends on the thermal conductivity k. For conduction through
a homogeneous medium, the rate of heat transfer is:

q k = −kA

dT
dx

4- 18

Based on the above analysis, the following assumptions are made for the heat
conduction in shocked samples:
1) Conduction is one-dimensional;
2) The copper sample is a semi-infinite medium;
3) The copper sample has uniform and constant thermal properties;
4) The temperature profiles at time t=0 are shown in Figure. 4.32-4.36 (no
interaction between the traveling wave and heat transfer).
Assumption 4 is justified by the fact that the thermal transport velocity is
negligible in comparison with the wave propagation velocity. Steady conduction in the
domain 0 ≤ x ≤ L is considered first. To apply the control volume method, the domain
is divided into N-1 equal segments of width Δx = L /(N − 1) . With this arrangement, we
can identify the boundaries of each segment with
x i = (i − 1)Δx

4- 19

It is assumed the temperature in the material is a function only of the x coordinate and
time. Then the temperature at each node is identified as T(xi) or Ti. By considering the
energy balance on this control volume, the principle of conservation of energy for the
control volume can be stated as follows:
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Rate of heat conduction
into control volume

=

Rate of heat conduction
out of control volume

+

Rate of energy storage
inside control volume

The control volume for one-dimensional conduction is shown in Table 4.5. We
calculated the heat transfer separately [170] with:
Ti, new = Ti, old +

Δtk
(Ti+1,new –2Ti,m+Ti-1,m) for ( 1 ≤ i ≤ N )
ρcΔ2 x

4- 20

To complete the problem statement, we must incorporate the boundary
condition into our control volume method:
(1) The surface temperature of the shocked samples remains unchanged:
T(x1) = T1
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(2)The specified flux boundary conditions:
T1, new = T1, old +
TN, new = TN, old +

2Δtk
(T2,new –T1,m)
ρcΔ2 x
2Δtk
(TN-1,new –TN,m)
ρcΔ2 x

4- 22
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The heat conductivity is equal to 401 w/m-K. The thermal diffusivity is defined:

D=

k
ρC p

4- 24

For the plate-impacted samples, we took C= (Cv,90+Cv,350)/2=304J/Kg-K. For
the laser-shocked samples, we took the room temperature value C equal to 364J/K. The
solution of this equation is straightforward. However, there is a limitation on the size
of the time step Δt . It is:
Δx 2
Δt <
2α

4- 25
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Equation 4-25 can be written in terms of this dimensionless parameter (this
dimensionless group is called a Fourier number):
F<
In order to make

impact samples. Then

1
αΔt
where F ≡ 2
Δx
2

4- 26

1
KΔt
< , we make Δx = 0.025m , and Δt = 1s for the plate2
ρcΔ x 2

Δtk
=0.24.
ρcΔ2 x

For the laser shocked samples, in order to make

make Δx = 0.00025m , and Δt = 0.0002 s . Then

1
KΔt
<
, we
2
ρcΔ x 2

Δtk
=0.4.
ρcΔ2 x

The flow chart for the numerical solution is shown in Table 4.5 for the onedimension unsteady conduction, given by Eqn. 4.-27.
ρc

∂T
− ∇ • (k∇T) = Q + h(Text − T)
∂t

4- 27

where h is the local convection heat transfer coefficient, and Q is quantity of heat
generated.
Based on the above calculations, the heat transfer inside the sample is displayed
in a series of temperature profiles at different times. This provides a way to compare
the effect of shock compression on the defect substructure.
Figures 4.37 and 4.38 show the change of temperature with time for 30 GPa
and 57 GPa plate impact. For 30 GPa, the maximum temperature (at surface) changes
from approximately 160 K to 100 K during a period of 1000 s. For 57 GPa, the
maximum temperature changes from approximately 360 K to 140 K during this same
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time period (1000 s). This period of time should be sufficient to induce some
microstructural changes inside the samples, e.g., recrystallizaion. Figure 4.39 shows
the temperature change at a fixed section 5mm from the impact interface. One can see
that in the front part of the sample (within 5 mm), the temperature remains above 160
K for the 57 GPa shock, and above 100 K for the 30 GPa shock for 1000 s.
Recalling the post-shocked microstructures observed in Section 4.1, the
calculated results for the heat transfer inside the samples can help to explain the
microstructure evolution. First, the temperature rise inside the samples remains
constant for a long time after shock impact. This provides enough time for the
temperature on the defect substructure evolution. Second, the temperature decreases
along the shock compression direction inside the samples for certain period of time
(longer than 1000 s in impacted samples). This may explain why the microstructures
on the two surfaces of the SEM-ECC samples are different. Third, the temperatures in
the samples shocked at a higher pressure of 57 GPa is higher for that in the samples
shocked at 30 GPa. Figure 4.39 compares the temperature changes at 5 mm away from
the shock front surface. In Fig.4.37, and 4.38, the plots of temperature decrease with
time are provided. Although the temperature inside the 57 GPa shocked samples
decrease much faster than that in 30 GPa shocked samples, it keeps higher than that in
30 GPa samples. The higher temperature allows for the recrystallization in samples
shocked at higher pressures.
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Table 4.5: Schematic Process for the Calculation of Heat transfer
Initial time
t=0

Assign initial temperatures
Ti =
(1 ≤ i ≤ N )

Increase time

t = t + ∇t

Solve for new temperature

Ti ,new = Ti ,old +

Δtk
(Ti +1,new − 2Ti ,m + Ti −1,m )
ρcΔ 2 x
(1 ≤ i ≤ N )

Upload old temperatures

Ti ,old = Ti ,new
(1 ≤ i ≤ N )

Time reaches the limit we set
t = tn

Done
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Figure 4.37: Temperature change as a function of time for copper plate-impacted at 30
GPa.
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Figure 4.38: Temperature change as a function of time for copper plate-impacted at 57
GPa.
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Figure 4.39: Temperature change as a function of time for fixed section at L=5mm
along the plate-impacted sample.
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The temperature profiles in laser shocked samples are shown in Figure 4.40 and
4.41. These results were calculated by the same procedure as the plate impact samples
(Figures 4.37 and 4.38). By comparing the temperature changes in those two
experiments, it is easy to notice that, first, the laser shock-affected distance is much
smaller (up to 1 mm) and second, the temperature drop is much more rapid than for
plate impact. The temperature essentially decays to a level below 100 K in a time on
the order of 0.2 s. This explains why, the post-shocked microstructure of plate impact
samples show a greater effect of thermal recovery although the peak pressures of laser
shock are much higher than those of impact (Fig. 4.23).
The plate impact experiments were carried out at 90 K whereas laser shock
experiments were conducted at ambient temperature. This is reflected in the maximum
residual temperature. Nevertheless, the differences in cooling times are on the order of
103~104. Copper has a high thermal conductivity and heat is extracted at times on the
order of 0.2 s in laser shock, while the cooling times for the plate-impacted samples are
on the order of 1000s. The differences in residual microstructures can be attributed to
the much larger cooling time (103~104) in the plate-impact experiments. One possible
explanation for the extensive recrystallization observed is the formation of shear
concentration regions (shear bands) which can raise the local temperature by hundreds
of centigrade degree (depending on the plastic strain) and providing local conditions
for recrystallization.
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Figure 4.40: Temperature change as function of time in laser shocked copper with 200
J (40 GPa).
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Figure 4.41: Temperature change as a function of time in laser shocked copper with
300 J (60 GPa).
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4.6 Calculation of Slip System Activity
As described in Section 4.1, the post-shocked defect substructure consisted of
slip-bands. Figure 4.1 (a) shows the front surface of the [001] specimen with slip bands
between the recrystallized grains, (area B). Figure 4.1 (b) provides a more detailed
view. Similar slip bands were revealed in Fig. 4.1 (c) and (d), which are on the back
surface of the specimen. In Figure 4.1 (d), the presence of two sets of slip lines, which
are spaced almost exactly 90° apart, is the clear evidence of slip. Figure 4.2 shows
SEM pictures of a monocrystalline copper specimen with [221] orientation. Two traces
of slip bands are present at an angle of 56° apart.
A series of theoretical calculations were conducted to explain their formation.
The crystal orientations of the activated slip bands were determined by the stresses
acting on them.
Figure 4.42 (a) is the standard stereographic projection, showing the
corresponding positions of [001] and [ 122 ]. Fig. 4.42 (b) and (c) show all the potential
slip systems in [100] and [221] monocrystaline coppers. The activation of a particular
slip system is determined by the stress conditions, which in turn, determine the postshocked microstructures.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.42: (a) Standard stereographic projection showing the corresponding
positions of [001] and [ 122 ]; (b) the geometry of the slip systems in [100] monocrystal;
(c) the geometry of the slip systems in [221] monocrystal.
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When considering a quasi-static compression problem, a constant volume is
assumed. During shock compression, the volume of the material under shock changes,
as calculated by Eqn 4-8 in Section 4.5.The system undergoes a uniaxial-strain
deformation (ε33), as shown in the following matrix:
⎡0 0 0 ⎤
⎢0 0 0 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢⎣0 0 ε 33 ⎥⎦
l

Where,

ε33 = ∫
l0

dl
l
= ln
l
l0

4- 28

429

l0 is the initial dimension of the matter in the shock direction, l is the dimension of the

matter in the shock direction during shock. The volume change during shock is only
due to the change of the dimension along the compression direction. Therefore,
l
V
=
l0 V0

ε33 = ln

V
V0

4- 30

4- 31

where V0 is the initial specific volume of the material, V is the specific volume of the
material during shock, which can be calculated by Eqn.4-8. After the strain is
determined, the stresses can be calculated by:

σ ij = C ijkl ε kl

4- 32

1 ≤ i,j ≤ 3 , k=3 and l=3 in this case. Thus, the simple Schmid analysis is not applicable,
since it is based on a uniaxial stress state. A more comprehensive analysis starting from
uniaxial stain and incorporating the elastic anisotropy of copper, is developed in this
section.
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4.6.1 The Activation of Slip Systems with [001] Shock Compression Direction
4.6.1.1 Stresses acting on the unit cube with [001] shock compression direction

The elastic stiffness matrix for copper in the original system ([100], [010],
[001]) is:
0
0
0 ⎤
⎡168.4 121.4 121.4
⎢121.4 168.4 121.4
0
0
0 ⎥⎥
⎢
⎢
⎥
[Cijkl] = ⎢121.4 121.4 168.4 0 0 0 ⎥
0
0
75.4
0
0 ⎥
⎢ 0
⎢ 0
0
0
0
75.4
0 ⎥
⎢
⎥
0
0
0
0
75.4⎥⎦
⎢⎣ 0

4- 33

The calculated stresses expressed in term of ε33 are listed in Table 4.6. In our
case, only σ11 , σ 22 , and σ 33 are non-zero. Stresses acting on the unit cube are shown in
Figure 4.43. The calculations show that there are only normal stresses acting on the
unit cube.
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Table 4.6: Stresses with [001] Shock Compression Direction

Cij33

σij

i, j in Cij33 , σij

(GPa)

(GPa)

121

121ε33

11

121

121ε33

22

168

168ε33

33

Figure 4.43: Stresses acting on unit cube when shock compression is along [001]
orientation.
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4.6.1.2 Stresses acting on the slip systems with [001] shock direction

For the samples shocked along [001] orientation, the resolved shear stresses on
the 12 slip systems are calculated as follows:
(1) For a slip system (hkl)[mno], a coordinate system [hkl] and [mno] is set,
where x1′ and x′2 are both vectors, x′3 is then determined.
(2) The transformation of the system is calculated.
The symbols lij are used to specify the cosines of the angles between
Oxi′ and Ox j .

lij = Cos( xi′x j )

4- 34

The interpretation of the symbol of lij is given in Table 4.7:
(3) The stress on slip systems is calculated through:
′ = l1i l2 jσij
σ12

4- 35

Table 4.8 shows the direction cosines for all the 12 corresponding slip systems.
The corresponding stresses acting on the 12 slip systems are given in Table 4.9. They
are calculated using the values of σ11, σ22, and σ33 given in Table 4.6 and Eqn. 4.35,
with the direction cosine given in Table 4.8. Table 4.9 shows clearly that there are
eight systems with the same resolved shear stresses. These eight systems are composed
of the slip systems consisting of four octahedral planes and the view of these planes is
shown in Fig. 4.42 (b).
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Table 4.7: Relationship between the Two Coordinate Systems (Direction Cosines)

Old system

New
system

x1

x2

x3

x1′

l11

l12

l13

x′2

l21

l22

l23

x′3

l31

l32

l33

Table 4.8: Direction Cosines for Coordinate Systems Defined by Slip Plane (OX1’X’2)
and Slip Direction (OX1’) with Respect to the Cube Coordinate System OX1,OX2, and
OX3 (Shock Compression along [001])

Slip Systems

3rd

l11

l12

l13

l 21

l 23

l 22

Axis
( 11 1 )[ 1 10 ]

[112]

0.577

0.577

-0.577

-0.707

0.707

0

( 11 1 )[101]

[ 12 1 ]

0.577

0.577

-0.577

0.707

0

0.707

( 11 1 )[011]

[ 2 11 ]

0.577

0.577

-0.577

0

0.707

0.707

(111) [ 1 10 ]

[211 ]

0.577

0.577

0.577

-0.707

0.707

0

(111)[ 1 01 ]

[ 121 ]

0.577

0.577

0.577

-0.707

0

0.707

(111)[ 0 1 1 ]

[211 ]

0.577

0.577

0.577

0

-0.707

0.707

( 1 11 )[110]

[ 112 ]

-0.577

0.577

0.577

0.707

0.707

0

( 1 11 )[101]

[101]

-0.577

0.577

0.577

0.707

0

0.707

( 1 11 )[ 0 1 1 ]

[211]

-0.577

0.577

0.577

0

-0.707

0.707

( 1 1 1 )[110]

[ 112 ]

0.577

-0.577 0.577

0.707

0.707

0

( 1 1 1 )[ 1 01 ]

[ 12 1 ]

0.577

-0.577 0.577

-0.707

0

0.707

( 1 1 1 )[011]

[ 2 11 ]

0.577

-0.577 0.577

0

0.707

0.707
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Table 4.9: Resolved Shear Stresses on the 12 Slip Systems with Coordinates of [100],
[010], and [001] for Shocked [001] Monocrystalline

Slip Systems Number Slip Systems

Resolved Shear Stresses

1

( 11 1 )[ 1 10 ]

0

2

( 11 1 )[101]

-19.17ε33

3

( 11 1 )[011]

-19.17ε33

4

(111) [ 1 10 ]

0

5

(111)[ 1 01 ]

19.17ε33

6

(111)[ 0 1 1 ]

19.17ε33

7

( 1 11 )[110]

0

8

( 1 11 )[101]

19.17ε33

9

( 1 11 )[ 0 1 1 ]

19.17ε33

10

( 1 1 1 )[110]

0

11

( 1 1 1 )[ 1 01 ]

19.17ε33

12

( 1 1 1 )[011]

19.17ε33
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4.6.2 Activation of Slip Systems with [221] Shock Compression Direction

The calculation of slip is more complex for the [221] impacted samples than
that in the [001] shocked samples because this is not a symmetrical orientation. The
stiffness values in the [ 1 1 4 ], [ 1 1 0 ], [221] coordinate system which defines the [221]
shock direction are not available. The calculations of the resolved stresses on each slip
system follow the same method as that in the [001], [010] and [001] coordinate carried
out in Section 4.6.1.
4.6.2.1 Stresses acting on the unit cube with [221] shock compression direction

For shock propagation along the [221] orientation, the original system has to be
rotated to a new coordinate system (with [ 1 1 4 ], [ 1 1 0 ], [221] axes), as shown in
Figure 4.42 (c).The direction cosines are given in Table 4.10. The transformation
equation is:
C′ijkl = lim l jn lko llp Cmnop

4- 36

The calculated stresses expressed in term of ε33 are listed in Table 4.12. In our case,
only σ11 , σ12 , σ13 , σ 22 , σ 23 and σ 33 are non-zero. Stresses acting on the unit cube are
shown in Figure 4.44.
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Table 4.10: The Transport of the Two Coordinates

Old system

New
system

x1

x2

x3

x1′

-0.236

-0.236

0.943

x′2

0.707

-0.707

0

x′3

0.667

0.667

0.333

Table 4.11: The Stiffness for Copper with Coordinates of [ 1 1 4 ], [ 1 1 0 ], and [221]

0
−27 0 ⎤
⎡ 203 115 106
⎢ 115 219 75
0
16 0 ⎥⎥
⎢
⎢106 75 230
−7 0 ⎥
0
⎢
⎥
0
0 74.4 0 16 ⎥
⎢ 0
⎢ −27 16 −7
0
60 0 ⎥
⎢
⎥
0
0
16
0 83⎦
⎣ 0
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Table 4.12: Stresses in New Coordinate System of [ 1 1 4 ], [ 1 1 0 ], and [221]

C′ij33

σij

i j in Cij33 , σij

106

106ε33

11

0

0

12

-7

-7ε33

13

75

75ε33

22

0

0

23

230

230ε33

33

Figure 4.44: Stresses acting on unit cube when shock compression is along [221]
orientation.
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4.6.2.2 The stresses acting on the slip systems with [221] shock direction

After the stiffness values were calculated, the resolved shear stresses on the 12
slip systems for the samples shocked along [221] orientation can be calculated
following the three steps stated in Section 4.6.1.2: first to determine the three
coordinates constructed by slip plane and slip direction, then to specify the cosines of
the angles between Oxi′ and Ox j , lij. The values of the cosines are calculated by Eqn. 434 and shown in Table 4.13. The stress on slip systems is then calculated through Eqn.
4-35.
The corresponding stresses acting on the 12 slip systems are given in Table
4.14. The results confirm that this is a non-symmetric orientation, with systems 2 and 3
having the highest resolved shear stresses, approximately twice as high as slip systems
5, 6, 8, and 12. One would expect systems 2 and 3 to have the most significant slip
activity, following by systems 5, 6, 8 and 12. These six systems satisfy requirement of
the five independent slip systems.
The resolved shear stress values for [001] shock compression in Table 4. 9 and
[221] shock compression in Table 4.14 can be used to predict the activation of slip
during shock compression. The activation of slip systems is also constrained by the
uniaxial-strain condition. That means the uniaxial-strain condition has to be maintained
through out the shock compression by the combination of the slip band activities
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Table 4.13: Direction Cosines for Coordinate Systems Defined by Slip Plane (OX1’X’2)
and Slip Direction (OX1’) with Respect to the Cube Coordinate System OX1,OX2, and
OX3 (Shock Compression along [221])
Slip Systems

3rd Axis

l11

l12

l13

l 21

l 23

l 22

l31

l32

l33

( 11 1 )[ 1 10 ]

[112]

-0.816

0

0.577

0

-1

0

0.577

0

0.816

( 11 1 )[101]

[ 12 1 ]

-0.816

0

0.577

0.5

0.5

0.707

-0.289

0.866

-0.08

( 11 1 )[011]

[ 2 11 ]

-0.816

0

0.577

0.5

-0.5

0.707

0.866

0.866

0.408

(111) [ 1 10 ]

[211 ]

0.272

0

0.962

0

-1

0

-0.481

0.866

0.136

(111)[ 1 01 ]

[ 121 ]

0.272

0

0.962

0.833

-0.5

-0.236

0.481

0.866

-0.136

(111)[ 0 1 1 ]

[211 ]

0.272

0

0.962

0.833

0.5

-0.236

-0.481

0.866

0.136

( 1 11 )[110]

[ 112 ]

0.544

-0.816

0.192

-0.333

0

0.943

-0.77

-0.577

-0.272

( 1 11 )[101]

[101]

0.544

-0.816

0.192

0.5

0.5

0.707

-0.674

-0.289

0.68

( 1 11 )[ 0 1 1 ]

[211]

0.544

-0.816

0.192

0.833

0.5

-0.236

0.096

0.289

0.953

( 1 1 1 )[110]

[ 112 ]

0.544

0.816

0.192

-0.333

0

0.943

0.77

-0.577

0.272

( 1 1 1 )[ 1 01 ]

[ 12 1 ]

0.544

0.816

0.192

0.833

-0.5

-0.236

-0.096

0.289

-0.953

( 1 1 1 )[011]

[ 2 11 ]

0.544

0.816

0.192

0.5

-0.5

0.707

-0.674

-0.289

-0.68
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Table 4.14: Resolved Shear Stresses on the 12 Slip Systems with Coordinates of
[ 1 1 4 ], [ 1 1 0 ], and [221] for Shocked [221] Monocrystalline.

Slip Systems

Slip Systems

Resolved Shear Stresses

Number
1

( 11 1 )[ 1 10 ]

0

2

( 11 1 )[101]

52.5ε33

3

( 11 1 )[011]

52.5ε33

4

(111) [ 1 10 ]

0

5

(111)[ 1 01 ]

-33.2ε33

6

(111)[ 0 1 1 ]

-33.2ε33

7

( 1 11 )[110]

19.3ε33

8

( 1 11 )[101]

25.8ε33

9

( 1 11 )[ 0 1 1 ]

6.5ε33

10

( 1 1 1 )[110]

19.3ε33

11

( 1 1 1 )[ 1 01 ]

6.5ε33

12

( 1 1 1 )[011]

25.8ε33
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4.6.3 Comparison with Schmid Factors

Although the results of a simple Schmid factor analysis are not correct, they are
qualitatively in agreement with the analysis presented in Section 4.6.1 for [001] shock
compression and 4.6.2 for [221] shock compression. For [001], eight systems have the
highest Schmid factors. They corresponding to the same systems as obtained by the
analysis presented in Table 4.9 in Section 4.6.1. For [221], the two systems with
highest Schmid factors are ( 11 1 )[101] and ( 11 1 )[011]. These are the same systems
identified with the analysis presented in Table 4.14 in Section 4.6.2.
The slip mechanisms are complex because too many factors may affect the
band formation. The shapes of the bands in deformed copper crystals vary from one
sample to another (eg. as seen in copper crystals [ 175 , 176 , 177 , 178 ]). Different
proposals have been made on their formation, as we reviewed in Chapter 2 [89,105],
yet until now, there is no explicit explanation, especially for the situation under shock
compression. In the above section, one method to calculate slip band activation under
uniaxial-strain condition (shock compression) was proposed. The values of the
resolved shear stresses were calculated for the twelve slip systems, not only in the case
shock propagates along a symmetric orientation ([001]), but also in the case in an
asymmetric orientation ([221]). This method can be extended to calculate slip activities
under shock compression for any crystal orientations.
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Table 4.15: The Schmid Factors for the 12 Slip System in FCC Copper Cubic.

Slip

Slip Systems

Loading Axis

Loading Axis

[001]

[221]

Systems
Cosφ

Number

Cosλ

1

( 11 1 )[ 1 10 ] -0.577 0

2

( 11 1 )[101]

-0.577 0.707

3

( 11 1 )[011]

4

M
0

Cosφ
0.577

Cosλ

M

0

0

-0.408 0.577

0.707

0.408

-0.577 0.707

-0.408 0.577

0.707

0.408

(111) [ 1 10 ]

0.577 0

0

0.962

0

0

5

(111)[ 1 01 ]

0.577 0.707

0.408

0.962

-0.236

-0.227

6

(111)[ 0 1 1 ]

0.577 0.707

0.408

0.962

-0.236

-0.227

7

( 1 11 )[110]

0.577 0

0

0.192

0.943

0.181

8

( 1 11 )[101]

0.577 0.707

0.408

0.192

0.707

0.136

9

( 1 11 )[ 0 1 1 ]

0.577 0.707

0.408

0.192

-0.236

-0.045

10

( 1 1 1 )[110]

0.577 0

0

0.192

0.943

0.181

11

( 1 1 1 )[ 1 01 ]

0.577 0.707

0.408

0.192

-0.236

-0.045

12

( 1 1 1 )[011]

0.577 0.707

0.408

0.192

0.707

0.136

CHAPTER 5
MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATION
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is capable of simulating large-scale
shock compression of monocrystals [179]. A considerable amount of work on MD
simulation of shock compression has been done, while most of them only considered
the cases which shocks travel along the [100], [110] and [111] directions[180,181,182].
Holian and Lomdahl [180] conducted the MD simulation on shock compression
of [100] monocrystal. They found that slippage was an artifact of transverse periodic
boundary conditions, stacking faults could be nucleated by preexisting extended
defects, and revealed the richness of the nanostructure left behind. Bringa [ 183 ]
investigated the shock compression of nanocrystalline copper, and found an
unexpected ultrahigh strength behind the shock front, with values up to twice those at
low pressure.
In the work presented here, the simulation is extended to have a non-symmetric
orientation [221], so that we can compare the dislocations and defect structures with
different crystal orientations. This would be a good way to study the orientationdependence of defects on shock compression of monocrystals. Additionally the
simulation results are compared with the experimental results.
Hence, the current work includes the comparison of both experimental and
computational results on shock compression of [001] and [221] monocrystalline copper
over a wide pressure range. The calculations presented in this chapter were carried out
in LAMMPS (Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator).
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5.1 Introduction to LAMMPS and Embedded-atom Method (EAM)

LAMMPS is a classical molecular dynamics simulation code designed to run
efficiently on parallel computer and models an ensemble of particles in a liquid, solid,
or gaseous state. It can model atomic, polymeric, biological, metallic, or granular
systems using a variety of force fields and boundary conditions. It runs on singleprocessor machines or in parallel using message-passing techniques and a spatialdecomposition of the simulation domain. The code is designed to be easy to modify or
extend with new functionality. It is distributed as an open source code under the terms
of the GPL license, and can be downloaded from this site or from SourceForge.
LAMMPS is distributed by Steve Plimpton of Sandia National Laboratories, a US
Department of Energy (DOE) laboratory.
LAMMPS runs efficiently on single-processor desktop or laptop machines, but
is designed for parallel computers. It will run on any parallel machine that compiles
C++ and supports the MPI message-passing library. This includes distributed- or
shared-memory parallel machines and Beowulf-style clusters. LAMMPS can model
systems with only a few particles up to millions or billions. LAMMPS is a freelyavailable open-source code, distributed under the terms of the GNU Public License.
LAMMPS is designed to be easy to modify or extend with new capabilities, such as
new force fields, atom types, boundary conditions, or diagnostics. The current version
of LAMMPS is written in C++.
In the most general sense, LAMMPS integrates Newton's equations of motion
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for collections of atoms, molecules, or macroscopic particles that interact via short- or
long-range forces with a variety of initial and/or boundary conditions. For
computational efficiency LAMMPS uses neighbor lists to keep track of nearby
particles. The lists are optimized for systems with particles that are repulsive at short
distances, so that the local density of particles never becomes too large. On parallel
machines, LAMMPS uses spatial-decomposition techniques to partition the simulation
domain into small 3D sub-domains, one of which is assigned to each processor.
Processors communicate and store "ghost" atom information for atoms that border their
sub-domain. LAMMPS is most efficient (in a parallel sense) for systems whose
particles fill a 3D rectangular box with roughly uniform density.
Above of all, LAMMPS has the following features:
•

runs on a single processor or in parallel

•

distributed-memory message-passing parallelism (MPI)

•

spatial-decomposition of simulation domain for parallelism

•

open-source distribution

•

highly portable C++

•

optional libraries needed: MPI and single-processor FFT

•

in parallel, run one or multiple simulations simultaneously

•

easy to extend with new features and functionality

•

atomic, polymeric, biological, metallic, granular, or hybrid systems
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•

pairwise potentials: Lennard-Jones, Coulombic, Buckingham, Morse, Yukawa,
embedded atom method (EAM, Finnis/Sinclair), frictional granular, Debye, soft,
DPD, tabulated, hybrid

•

bond potentials: harmonic, FENE, Morse, nonlinear, class 2 (COMPASS)

•

angle potentials: harmonic, CHARMM, cosine, cosine/squared, class 2
(COMPASS)

•

dihedral potentials: harmonic, CHARMM, multi/harmonic, helix, class 2
(COMPASS)

•

improper potentials: harmonic, cvff, class 2 (COMPASS)

•

polymer potentials: all-atom, united-atom, bead-spring

•

water potentials: TIP3P, TIP4P

•

long-range Coulombics: Ewald and PPPM (similar to particle-mesh Ewald)

•

CHARMM and AMBER force-field compatability

•

constant NVE, NVT, NPT, NPH integrators and other thermostatting options

•

SHAKE bond and angle constraints

•

parallel tempering (replica exchange)

•

targeted molecular dynamics (TMD) constraints

•

variety of additional boundary conditions and constraints
Kinds of systems LAMMPS can simulate:

•

atomic (e.g. box of Lennard-Jonesium)

•

bead-spring polymers

•

united-atom polymers or organic molecules
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•

all-atom polymers, organic molecules, proteins, DNA

•

metals

•

granular materials

•

hybrid systems
Ensembles, constraints, and boundary conditions:

•

constant NVE, NVT, NPT ensembles

•

temperature control via rescaling, Nose/Hoover, or Langevin thermostatting

•

pressure control via Nose/Hoover barostatting in 1 to 3 dimensions

•

volume rescaling

•

altered motion via velocity and force constraints

•

harmonic (umbrella) constraint forces

•

dragging of atoms to new positions

•

SHAKE bond & angle constraints on small clusters of atoms

•

rigid body motion of one or more groups of atoms

•

wall constraints of various kinds

•

targeted molecular dynamics (TMD) constraints

•

gravity
The Output of the LAMMPS program can include:

•

text dump files of atom coords, velocities, other per-atom attributes

•

per-atom energy, stress, centro-symmetry parameter
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A lot of work on different topics has been done by using LAMMPS
[184,185,186], including the simulation on films[187], metals and alloys, nanowires
[ 188], and DNA [ 189]. There is also some work done by LAMMPS on copper
[190,191].
The embedded-atom method [192] is a popular way to calculate ground-state
properties of realistic metal systems. It has been widely used in molecular dynamics
simulation [193,194,195,196], from defect structure analysis to surface phenomena.
Lee [197,198,199] presented a new technique to extend the embedded-atom method
(EAM) for the simulations of non-bulk systems down to the atomic cluster level.
In this method [200], the total energy of a metal is derived from the embedding
energy, and some ground-state properties, such as the elastic constants, sublimation
energy and vacancy-formation energy can be obtained. Each atom in a solid can be
viewed as an impurity embedded in a host comprising all the other atoms. The energy
of an impurity is a functional of the electron density of the unperturbed (i.e., without
impurity) host. The cohesive energy of a solid can be calculated from the embedding
energy. It is possible to obtain the electron density established by a given potential, and
the energy is then a functional of that potential. Hohenberg and Kohn [201] show that,
the electron density uniquely specifies the potential, and thus the energy is a function
of the density. When an impurity is introduced, the total potential is the sum of host
and impurity potentials, so the energy of the host with impurity is a function of the host
and impurity potentials. Because the host potential is uniquely determined by the
unperturbed host electron density, and the impurity potential is set by the position and
charge of the impurity nucleus, the energy of the host with impurity is a function of the
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unperturbed host electron density and a function of the impurity type and position
[202]:
The advantage of this method of treating metallic systems is that fractures,
surfaces, impurities, and alloying additions can be included. An impurity is assumed to
experience a locally uniform or only slightly nonuniform, environment. In its simplest
form, the energy of the quasiatom is given by [202,203]:
E quas = E z (ρh (R))

5- 1

where ρh (R) is the electron density of the host without impurity at R, the site where
the impurity is to be placed, and Ez is the quasiatom energy of an impurity with atomic
number Z. In the embedded-atom method, all atoms are viewed as being embedded in
the host consisting of all other atoms. The embedding energy is electron-density
dependent, where the density is always definable, and so the problem of defining the
volume is circumvented, so that it is possible to treat chemically active as well as inert
impurities and alloying additions in one unified theory. And then the crystal structures
which include surfaces and cracks can be considered by the same way. And the good
thing is that this method is not more complex than others.
5.2 San Diego Super Computer

Our program was run in the Teragrid cluster in San Diego Super Computer
Center. SDSC provides a wide range of computing and data resources for the science
and engineering research community. SDSC supports several of America's largest,
fastest and most capable research-oriented computational environments to help further
advance the goals of scientists and engineers. The center also maintains a diverse array
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of database, computing, storage and web server resources dedicated to specific
programs and internal development efforts.
TeraGrid project was launched by the National Science Foundation. It is an
open scientific discovery infrastructure combining leadership class resources at eight
partner sites to create an integrated, persistent computational resource. Deployment of
TeraGrid was completed in September 2004, bringing over 40 teraflops of computing
power and nearly 2 petabytes of rotating storage, and specialized data analysis and
visualization resources into production, interconnected at 10-30 gigabits/second via a
dedicated national network.
TeraGrid is coordinated through the Grid Infrastructure Group (GIG) at the
University of Chicago, working in partnership with the Resource Provider sites that
participated in the TeraGrid construction project from 2001 through 2004. SDSC's
TeraGrid cluster currently consists of 256 IBM cluster nodes, each with dual 1.5 GHz
Intel® Itanium® 2 processors, for a peak performance of 3.1 teraflops. The nodes are
equipped with four gigabytes (GBs) of physical memory per node. The cluster is
running SuSE Linux and is using Myricom's Myrinet cluster interconnect network.
5.3 Computational Methods

In our program, the shock waves were produced by a piston shocked to the
material at a velocity of Up. The velocity of shock wave Us can be calculated by the
relation in equation 4-3. A perfect fcc crystal at initial temperature T0 (300 K) was
shock-compressed by the piston. For [001] monocrystalline copper, the system has
dimensional proportions of 25:25:100, and the three coordinates are [100], [010] and
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[001]. For [221] monocrystal, the system has dimensional proportions of
21.21:21.21:180, and the three coordinates are[1 14], [1 10] and [221].
In LAMMPS, for the style of metals, these are the units used in this program:
•

distance = Angstroms

•

time = picoseconds

•

mass = grams/mole

•

energy = eV

•

velocity = Angstroms/picosecond

•

force = eV/Angstrom

•

temperature = degrees K

•

pressure = bars

•

charge = multiple of electron charge (+1.0 is a proton)

•

electric field = volts/Angstrom
The first step in the simulation is to define the geometry of the simulation box.

We set the boundary conditions as period in X and Y direction, and the boundary
conditions in Y direction is non-periodic and was set as shrink-wrapped, which means
the box is non-periodic. For this style, the position of the face is set so as to encompass
the atoms in that dimension (shrink-wrapping), no matter how far they move. Region
and Create box commands have been used to create the geometrical shape of the
materials and simulation box. This command defines a geometric region of space.
Various other commands use regions. For example, the region can be filled with atoms
via the create_atoms command. Or the atoms in the region can be identified as a group
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via the group command, or deleted via the delete_atoms command. The command
Create box creates a simulation box that encloses the specified region. Thus a region
command must first be used to define a geometric domain. If the region is not of style
block, LAMMPS encloses it with a rectangular simulation box. For crystalline
materials, orient command [ 204] specifies the orientation of a cubic lattice along
simulation box directions x or y or z. These 3 basis vectors are used when the
create_atoms command generates a lattice of atoms. The 3 basis vectors B1, B2, B3
must be mutually orthogonal and form a right-handed system such that B1 cross B2 is
in the direction of B3.
The second step is to define the interaction of the atoms inside the materials
and their initial conditions. The interactions of the atoms were defined by the pair style
command. In our program, pair style was defined as “eam”. This command computes
pairwise interactions for metals and metal alloys using embedded-atom method (EAM)
potentials as we discussed in Section 5.1. The total energy Ei of an atom I is given by
Ei = Fα (∑ ρα (rij )) + ∑ Φ αβ (rij )
j≠i

5- 2

j≠ i

where F is the embedding energy which is a function of the atomic electron density rho,
phi is a pair potential interaction, and alpha and beta are the element types of atoms i
and j. The multi-body nature of the EAM potential is a result of the embedding energy
term. Both summations in the formula are over all neighbors j of atom i within the
cutoff distance.
The cutoff distance and the tabulated values of the functionals F, rho, and phi
are listed in one or more files which are specified by the pair_coeff command [204].
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These are ASCII text files in a DYNAMO-style format which is described in the
documentation for the pair_coeff command. DYNAMO is a serial MD code Several
DYNAMO potential files for different metals are included in the "potentials" directory
of the LAMMPS distribution. The eam style reads single-element EAM potentials in
the DYNAMO funcfl format. Single element or alloy systems can be modeled with
funcfl files and style eam; for the alloy case LAMMPS mixes the single-element
potentials to produce alloy potentials the same way that DYNAMO does. Alternatively,
DYNAMO setfl files can be used by LAMMPS to model alloy systems by invoking
the eam/alloy style as described below. Pair coefficients can also be set in the data file
read read_data command or in a restart file. i and j can be specified in one of two ways.
Explicit numeric values can be used for each, as in the 1st example above. In this case,
i = j is required. LAMMPS sets the coefficients for the symmetric j, i interaction to the
same values.
In our program, a data file was used to input pair coefficients. A line in a data
file that specifies pair coefficients uses the exact same format as the arguments of the
pair_coeff command in an input script, with the exception of the i, j type arguments. In
each line of the "Pair Coeffs" section of a data file, only a single type i is specified,
which sets the coefficients for type i interacting with type i. This is because the section
has exactly N lines, where N = the number of atom types. If coefficients for type pairs
with i not equal j are not set explicitly by a pair_coeff command, they are inferred from
the i, i and j, j settings by mixing rules; see the pair_modify command for a discussion.
Exceptions to the mixing rules of the pair_modify command are discussed below. Here
are the coefficients specified by the pair_coeff command for each pair style. When
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allowed, cutoff arguments are optional; if they are specified for a particular i, j pair
they override the global cutoff(s) specified by the pair_style command.
The initial temperature was defined by the temperature command [204]. Its
style determines how the temperature is computed. The full style means KE = dim/2 N
k T, where KE = total kinetic energy of the group of atoms (sum of 1/2 m v^2), dim =
2 or 3 = dimensionality of the simulation, N = number of atoms in the group, k =
Boltzmann constant, and T = temperature.
Velocity command was set to define the velocities of a group of atoms in one of
several styles. For each style, there are required arguments and optional keyword/value
parameters. Not all options are used by each style. The create style generates an
ensemble of velocities using a random number generator with the specified seed as the
specified temperature.
After the materials, simulation box, and regions have been defined, and after
the initial states of the atoms achieved equilibrium state, the shock waves are applied
on the material by setting the piston velocity. This piston velocity is equivalent to the
particle velocity defined in Section 4.3.2. The shock waves are produced by setting the
piston velocity in Z direction (in our program). The duration of the shock on the
materials can be controlled by the time steps.
After the shock has passed, a fix command was applied to the group of atoms in
the piston to set the piston force as zero. In LAMMPS, a "fix" is any operation that is
applied to the system during timestepping or minimization [204]. Examples include
updating of atom positions and velocities due to time integration, controlling
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temperature, applying constraint forces to atoms, enforcing boundary conditions,
computing diagnostics, etc. Each fix style has its own documentation page which
describes its arguments and what it does. Fixes perform their operations at different
stages of the timestep.
When this program is applied to monocrystals with different crystalline
orientations, the definition of Region and Orient should be watched cautiously to avoid
mistakes.
5.4 Computational Results

The MD simulation can easily produce the microstructures of post-shocked
materials. Figure 5.1 is the perfect monocrystal before shock compression. As
discussed in Section 5.3., the tetragonal unit has a dimensional proportion of 25:25:100
for [001] monocrystal and 21.21:21.21:180 for [221] monocrystal.

Figure 5.1: Perfect monocrystal before shock compression.
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5.4.1 Shock Propagation inside the [001] and [221] Monocrystals at Up 1Km/s (P =
48.5 GPa)

Both the [001] and [221] monocrystals were shocked by a plate with piston
velocity Up = 1 Km/s. Through the Hugoniot equations, one can calculate the
equivalent pressure: P = 48.5 GPa. Different defect structures were generated inside
those two samples, as shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. The planes of the surfaces shown
in Fig. 5.2 are (100) for [001] monocrystal and (1 10) for [221] monocrystal in Fig. 5.3.
The progressive generation of defects with shock propagation process is shown
in Figure 5.2 for [001] monocrystal with piston velocity of 1 Km/s. The color contrast
was generated by the “Centro Symmetric Parameters”, which indicate the movements
of the atoms from their central positions. The light color indicates that the atoms are
not in the regular FCC positions. Thus, they indicate the presence of a tacking fault.
The progressive generation of defects for [221] monocrystal with piston velocity of 1
Km/s is shown in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.4 shows the sequence of plastic shock waves inside the sample. The
figures were generated by the distribution of the data from Centro Symmetric
Parameters (Y-axes) with distance (in Armstrong) into the sample (X-axes). As
explained above, the CSP values indicate the deflection of atoms from their regular
positions. Before the shock compression (at time 0, as shown in Fig. 5.4 (a)), the CSP
data throughout the sample are around 0~1. The small deflection from the regular
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position was caused by the thermal vibration. With the shock wave propagation, the
CSP values for the shocked part increased to around 1~10. This indicated that, with the
propagation of the plastic shock waves, there was plastic deformation occurred inside
the sample. Fig. 5.4 describes the shock profiles as a function of time and distance.
For the [001] sample, we see two traces with approximately the same frequency
(Fig. 5.2) generated with the shock propagation, which are the slip traces caught by
MD simulation. They are perpendicular to each other, as one expects from the
crystallography analysis in Section 4.6. There are eight slip systems with the same
resolved stresses. The activation of the slip systems by shock is able to generate the
perpendicular traces on the surface of (100).
Fig. 5.3 presents the slip traces on the surface (1 10) for [221] moncrystal. Not
as those observed in [001] monocrystal in Fig. 5.2, those traces cross to each other with
an angle around 50°. That might be the traces of two or more activated slip systems
among ( 11 1 )[101], ( 11 1 )[011], (111)[ 1 01 ], or (111)[ 0 1 1 ], which have the higher
resolved stresses during shock compression, as listed in Table 4. 14.
The simulated defect structures in Fig. 5.2 and 5.3 were similar to the TEM
observation in Fig. 4.17 for (100) surface in [001] monocrystal shocked at 30 GPa, Fig.
4.18 for (1 10) surface in [221] monocrystal shocked at 30 GPa, and Fig. 4.19 for (100)
surface in [001] monocrystal shocked at 57 GPa, although the simulation is in a much
smaller scale.
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T
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5.2: Shock wave propagating in [001] monocrystal with piston particle velocity
Up 1Km/s (48.5 GPa) at time (a) 1 ps; (b) 2 ps; (c) 3 ps; (d) 4 ps; (e) 5 ps; (f) 6 ps.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 5.3: Shock wave propagating in [221] monocrystal with piston velocity Up
1Km/s (48.5 GPa) at time (a) 2 ps; (b) 4 ps; (c) 6 ps; (d) 8 ps; (e) 10 ps.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5.4: Plastic wave propagation inside shocked [221] monocrystal with piston
velocity Up 1Km/s at time: (a) 0 ps; (b) 2 ps; (c) 4 ps (d) 6 ps; (e) 8 ps;. (f) 10 ps.
Centro Symmetric Parameters (CSP) show the deflection of the atoms from their
regular positions.
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5.4.2 Dislocation Structures Generated at Different Shock Pressures

As the piston velocity, and therefore the pressure increased, the defect density
will increase, as shown in Figure 5.5. The simulation was carried out with a wide range
of piston velocities, Up, from 0.75 Km/s to 2.50 Km/s. The corresponding pressures are
listed in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Corresponding Shock Pressure for the Piston Veloctiy

Piston Velocity
(Km/s)
0.75

Pressure
(GPa)
33.90551

1.00

48.53526

1.25

64.82897

1.50

82.78664

2.00

123.6938

2.50

171.2569

In the monocrystal shocked with piston velocity of 0.75 Km/s, there are no obvious
dislocation structures. Defects appear in the sample shocked with piston velocities of
1.00 Km/s, 1.25 Km/s, 1.50 Km/s and 2.00 Km/s. The densities of those defects
increase significantly with shock pressures, while the shapes remain similar. Figure 5.6
shows the spacing between the linear features (stacking fault packets) as a function of
pressure. With the number of defects increases, the spacing between defects decreases
with pressures. In sample shocked with piston velocity of 2.50 Km/s, the shock
induced temperature is high enough to induce the melting of the material.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5.5: Dislocation structures in shocked [221] monocrystal copper with piston
velocity of: (a) 0.75; (b) 1; (c) 1.25; (d) 1.50; (e) 2.00; (f) 2.5 Km/s.
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Figure 5.6: The spacing between defects in shock compression of [221] monocrystal
as a function of pressure.
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5.5 Comparison of Computational and Experimental Results

The computational results obtained here can be converted into more
fundamental deformation parameters. The concept of shock-induced plasticity,
introduced by Holian and Lomdahl [180], is applied to our results. They plotted the
shock-induced plasticity as a function of shock strength which they defined as shockinduced plasticity Up/C0. The shock-induced plasticity was defined as a0/l, where a0 is
the lattice constant (3.615 Å for copper), and l is the average spacing between stacking
faults. Holian and Lomdahl studied the plasticity induced by shock waves as a function
of the cross section periodic length L/a0 in nonequilibrium Molecular-Dynamics
simulation [180] using SPaSM. They measured the results from two kinds of shocks:
one was initiated in fcc-lattice [100] direction by a flat momentum mirror at the piston
face; the second was generated by a method in which a warped momentum mirror with
wavelength L and amplitude h = r0 is positioned at x(y) = h cos(2 y/L). The results
from our simulations are compared with their simulation in Figure 5.7. The cross
section periodic length L/a0 in our work is approximately 42. Although different codes
were used, the results obtained are similiar. The shock-induced plasticity increases
with the shock strength, Up/C0. All these a0/l data follows closely the total volumetric
strain Up/Us.
For comparison purpose with experimental results, shock-induced plasticity
was also calculated in the same way from TEM for both plate impact and laser shock
of monocrystalline copper, as shown in Figure 5.8 (a) and (b). Fig. 5.8 (a) shows the
shock-induced plasticity calculated using the inter-twin spacing observed by Murr in
shock-loading of copper [205] and our current work. The shock wave duration in
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Murr’s experiment is ~2 μs and the standoff distance was ~2 cm. The calculated shockinduced plasticity from Murr’s data is in an order of ~10-4, which is smaller than that of
our results (in order of ~103). The shock-induced plasticity in laser shocked samples
[158] is in an order of ~103 (shown in Fig.5.8 (b)), which is around ten times of the
plate impact value.
By comparing the shock-induced plasticity from both simulations and
experimental results, it can be seen that the simulation results is much larger. That
means the spacing between defects observed in simulation results is much smaller than
that observed by TEM on the shocked samples. It is known that the scale in simulation
is much smaller in the order of nanometers, and the shock duration is very short in the
order of picosecond to nanosecond. The simulation describes the in-situ defect
generation during shock propagation, and is able to reveal the true situation without
post-shocked recovery processes, which cannot be detected clearly in TEM work after
the shock compression experiments.
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Figure 5.7: Shock wave-induced plasticity a0/l versus shock strength Up/c0 as function
of cross-sectional periodic length L/a0 (a0 is the initial fcc lattice constant). Comparison
of data from both SPaSM (results by Hollian and Lomdahl [180]) and LAMMPS.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.8: Shock induced plasticity calculated from experimental results: (a) Plate
impact from current results and Murr [205]; (b) Laser shock [158].

CHAPTER 6
DISLOCATION LOOP ANALYSIS
The generation of dislocation in shock compression has been postulated by
Meyers [206]. The critical radius can be found from the maximum of the energy vs.
radius curve:
dE
=0
dr

6- 1

For perfect dislocation, the critical nucleus size and energetic barrier for the nucleation
of loops can be calculated in a simplified approach, by an energetic analysis in which
the total energy is the sum of the increase of the energy E1, due to circular dislocation
loop (assume to be one half edge and one half screw), and the work W carried out by
the applied stress τ on the loop of radius r:
E = E1 − W =

1 2 2−ν
2r
Gb r(
) ln( ) − πr 2 τb
2
1− ν
r0

6- 2

This is described in detail by Hull and Bacon [207].
The critical radius is then calculated as a function of shear stress τ:
rc =

2r
Gb 2 − ν
(
)(ln c + 1)
8πτ 1 − ν
r0

6- 3

Figure 6.1 (a) shows a shear loop generated on a plane making an angle of 45° with the
shock compression plane. Whereas the nucleation and growth of perfect dislocation
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loops can lead to the formation of a cellular structure after multiple cross-slip and
relaxation
of the dislocation configurations, the stacking-fault packets observed in shock
compression above 20 GPa cannot be accounted for by this mechanism.
Thus, one has to analyze the energetics for the nucleation of partial dislocation
loops. This treatment parallels the one for perfect dislocations. Fig. 6.1 (b) shows a
partial dislocation loop. There are two significant differences between Fig. 6.1 (a) and
(b): (a) the formation of a stacking fault; (b) the dislocation composing the loop is
Burgers vector bp.
The total energy of the partial dislocation includes three components, the
energy of dislocation line, E1, the energy of stacking faults, E2, and the work done by
shear stress, W:
E = E1 + E2 –W
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In this case, the energy of the stacking fault has to be accomplished by the generation
and expansion of dislocation loops. These loops were analyzed in great detail by
Meyers et al. [33]. The shear stresses generated by shock compression are on the order
of the stresses required for the nucleation of shear loops.
E=

1 2 2−ν
2r
Gb p r(
) ln( ) + πr 2 γ SF − πr 2 τb p
4
1− ν
r0

6- 5

The critical radius is obtained from:
b 2
)
2r
2−ν
3
rc =
(
)(ln c + 1)
τb
r0
8π(
− γ SF ) 1 − ν
3
G(

6- 6
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where ν is Poisson’s ratio, 0.34 for copper. γ is stacking fault energy of copper,
78mJ/m2. G is shear modulus of copper, equal to 45 GPa at zero pressure and changes
with pressure as [208]:
G= 45 + 1.36P (GPa)
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b is Burgers vector. b0 is equal to 2.55Å at zero pressure and changes with shock
pressure as:
1/ 3

⎡ C02
4PSV0 2S(S − 1)V0 P ⎤
+
− 1⎥
b=⎢
( 1+
2
C02
C02
⎢⎣ 2PS V0
⎥⎦

b0
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where C0 is 3.94 Km/s, S is 1.489, and V0 is the unit volume of copper (m3/kg) at zero
pressure. The shear stress, τ, can be calculated from shock pressure:
τ=−

1 − 2ν
P
2(1 − ν)

6- 9

The calculated results are shown in Figure 6.2. It can be seen that it is much easier to
generate the perfect dislocations at lower pressure than that of partial dislocations.
While with the increasing of pressure, partial dislocation is of more favorite.
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Figure 6.1: Generation of (a) perfect and (b) partial dislocations in shocked samples.
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Figure 6.2: The critical radius of perfect and partial dislocations decrease with the
shock pressure.

CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
The overall goal of this research program was to develop a mechanistic
understanding of the effect of crystallographic orientation on the shock response of a
monocrystalline FCC metal. This was accomplished by a combined experimental,
analytical, and computational approach. Two crystalline orientations were chosen for
the copper specimen: [001], which is symmetric with respect to the slip systems, and
[221], which is an asymmetric orientation in which the number of slip systems
activated is less. Both the symmetrical ([001]) and non-symmetrical ([221])
monocrystalline copper specimen were subjected to shock/recovery experiments by
plate impact between 30 GPa and 57 GPa. SEM-ECC and TEM have been conducted
on the post-shocked samples and the microstructural evolution has been investigated:
For the [001] specimen impacted at 30 GPa, SEM-ECC pictures show that the
microstructures on the two surfaces along the shock direction are different. The front
surface shows more recrystallization than the back surface. Bands were found between
these recrystallized grains, and large deformation bands and stacking faults were
revealed by TEM pictures.
•

The [221] specimen impacted at 30 GPa shows differences in the
microstructures on the front and back surfaces along the shock direction. The
front surface showed more recrystallization. This sample also consisted of
different kinds of deformation bands and slip bands.
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•

For the [001] specimen impacted at a higher pressure of 57 GPa, the
microstructures of its two surfaces (along the shock direction) were similar.
Both contained some bands and recrystallized grains and different defects, such
as bands dislocations and micro-twins, were revealed distributed randomly
through out the whole specimen.

•

The [221] specimens impacted at 57 GPa were full of recrystallized grains with
annealing twins formed inside them. The post-shocked microstructural
evolution indicates that the shock compression energy attenuates along its
propagation direction.

•

The temperature rise due to shock compression and the large plastic
deformation were considered when analyzing the post-shocked microstructures;

•

The [001] and [221] samples impacted at the same pressure had different postshocked microstructures because of the different resolved shear stresses on
their slip planes.
Laser shocked and plate impacted coppers with two orientations ([001] and

[221]) were compared and the results revealed similarities as well as differences, which
are interpreted in terms of the shock compression and thermal excursion processes. The
observations can be summarized as follows:
•

At lower pressures, (30 ~ 40 GPa range), there are profuse stacking faults in
[100] orientation which have traces at 90° for both the laser shock and plate
impact experiments. The stacking-fault spacing is about the same; 200 ~ 300
nm.
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•

In the 55 ~ 60 GPa range, micro-twins are observed for both laser and plateimpact shocked [100] orientation.

•

For 57 GPa shocked samples with both [100] and [221] orientations, there are
recrystallized grains were found in the plate impacted samples, while more
appeared in laser shocked samples.

•

Regions of shear localization were observed after impact shock, while they
were absent after laser shock. These microshear bands have a thickness of
approximately 1.5 μm.
Heat was generated inside the laser shocked and plate impacted samples due to

the shock wave propagation. The temperature rises immediately after shock and the
proceeding cooling process has been calculated for both the laser shock and plate
impact:
•

Plate impact experiments were carried out at 90 K whereas laser shock
experiments were conducted at ambient temperature. Nevertheless, the
differences are on the order of 5000. Copper has a high thermal conductivity
and provides an extraction of heat from laser shock experiments in times on the
order of 0.2 s;

•

The cooling times for the plate-impacted samples are on the order of 1000s;
The differences in residual microstructures are attributed to the much larger
cooling times in the plate-impact experiments;

•

One possible explanation for the extensive recrystallization observed is the
formation of shear concentration regions (shear bands) which can raise the local
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temperature by hundreds of degrees Centigrade (depending on the plastic strain)
and propitiate local conditions for recrystallization;
•

These calculations support and help to explain the microstructural evolution
and defect formation as observed in the microscopy work;
The large amounts of bands in the plate impacted samples attracted our

attention, and a mechanics model was proposed to explain the formation of the slip
bands. The slip band activities have to be consistent with the uni-axial strain condition
during shock compression. The deformation structures are better preserved in [001]
monocrystal, due to the highly symmetric slip system, allowing the locking of slip
bands.
MD simulation was used to model the effects of shock compression on [001]
and [221] monocrystals. These simulations show that (a) the crystal orientation has an
effect on defect substructure, and (b) the shock pressure has an effect on the density of
defects. The computational data is successfully compared with experimental data. This
is expressed by shock-induced plasticity as a function of shock strength.
An analysis of the nucleation of shear loops was carried out which shows that
perfect dislocations are generated at the lower pressures and partial dislocations at the
higher pressures. This analysis is in agreement with MD computation which shows
profuse generation of stacking-fault packets in shocked crystals, and with experimental
observations which show a transition from cellular dislocation arrays at lower
pressures to stacking-fault packets at intermediate pressures, and essential twinning at
higher pressures.

APPENDIX A
SOURCE CODE FOR MOLECULAR DYNAMICS
SIMULATION FOR THE IMPACTED [001]
MONOCRYSTALLIN COPPER
A1. The Fundamental Code for Shock Loading of [001] Monocrystal

units

metal

boundary

pps

atom_style

eam

lattice

fcc 3.6150

region

box block 0 20.0 0 20.0 0 10.0

create_box

3 box

orient

x100

orient

y010

orient

z001

origin

000

create_atoms 1
pair_style

eam

#pair_coeff

* * niu3

pair_coeff

* * /users/bucao/lammps/mywork/work1/cuMishinAlloy 1 2 2

#use mass for Cu potential
mass
neighbor

1 63.546
0.3 bin

neigh_modify delay 5
region

piston block INF INF INF INF INF 3

region

bulk block INF INF INF INF 3 INF

group

piston

region

piston

group

bulk

region

bulk
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set

piston atom 1

set

bulk atom 2

# temp controllers
temperature

new3d all full

# equilibrate
velocity

all create 300.0 5812775 temp new3d

fix

1 all nve

#fix

8 all temp/rescale 0. 0. 1 0.1 1.

#fix

2 boundary setforce 0.0 0.0 0.0

#fix

3 mobile temp/rescale 300.0 300.0 10 10.0 1.0

#fix_modify 3 temp new3d
thermo

25

thermo_modify

temp new3d norm yes

timestep

0.001

run

1000

# Shock
velocity

piston set 0 0 2.766

#run

1

fix

5 piston setforce 0.0 0.0 0.0

#velocity

mobile ramp vx 0.0 5.0 y 1.4 18.6 sum yes

#unfix

3

#fix

3 mobile temp/rescale 300.0 300.0 10 10.0 1.0

#fix_modify 3 temp new2d
dump
1
bulk
custom
/users/bucao/lammps/mywork/work2/dump.shock2 x y z centro
dump_modify
thermo

1 scale no
100

reset_timestep 0
run

15000

1000
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A2. An Example of LAMMPS Output File ([001])

# 3d metal shear simulation
units

metal

boundary

pps

atom_style

eam

lattice

fcc 3.6150

region

box block 0 25.0 0 25.0 0 100.0

create_box

3 box

Created box = (0 0 0) to (90.375 90.375 361.5)
1 by 1 by 2 processor grid
orient

x100

orient

y010

orient

z001

origin

000

create_atoms 1
Created 251250 atoms
pair_style

eam

#pair_coeff

* * niu3

pair_coeff

* * /users/bucao/lammps/mywork/work1/cuMishinAlloy 1 2 2

#use mass for Cu potential
mass
neighbor

1 63.546
0.3 bin

neigh_modify delay 5
region

piston block INF INF INF INF INF 3

region

bulk block INF INF INF INF 3 INF
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group

piston region piston

8750 atoms in group piston
group

bulk region bulk

243750 atoms in group bulk
set

piston atom 1

8750 settings made
set

bulk atom 2

243750 settings made
# temp controllers
temperature

new3d all full

# equilibrate
velocity

all create 300.0 5812775 temp new3d

fix

1 all nve

#fix

8 all temp/rescale 0. 0. 1 0.1 1.

#fix

2 boundary setforce 0.0 0.0 0.0

#fix

3 mobile temp/rescale 300.0 300.0 10 10.0 1.0

#fix_modify 3 temp new3d
thermo

25

thermo_modify
timestep

0.001

run

1000

temp new3d norm yes

Memory usage per processor = 47.0235 Mbytes
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Step Temp E_pair E_mol TotEng Press Volume
0

300 -3.5358876

0 -3.4971113 2557.1104 2952603.7

25

146.4769

-3.5160372

0

-3.4971044

9431.9699

50

69.883953

-3.5061363

0

-3.4971035

12098.988

75

151.31261

-3.5166658

0

-3.4971079

7999.943

100
2956091.2

141.6336

-3.5154117

0

-3.4971049

9271.9689

125
2956239.1

169.63582

-3.5190328

0

-3.4971066

7856.5364

150

163.59953

-3.5182526

0

-3.4971066

7959.2808

175
2956332.5

126.11315

-3.5134053

0

-3.4971046

9850.1553

200
2957096.7

161.00741

-3.5179179

0

-3.4971069

7923.2654

225
2957338.2

150.77012

-3.5165936

0

-3.4971059

8499.3995

250
2957239.8

139.51087

-3.5151377

0

-3.4971053

9045.5981

275
2956775.3

162.63786

-3.5181285

0

-3.4971068

7727.3576

300
2956845.9

146.29569

-3.5160149

0

-3.4971055

8617.4389

325

150.42711

-3.5165494

0

-3.497106

8329.5298

350
2957567.6

155.53475

-3.51721

0

-3.4971064

7946.4328

375
2957492.1

139.13836

-3.5150896

0

-3.4971054

8755.1558

400
2957719.7

154.17096

-3.5170335

0

-3.4971062

7942.6489

425
2958034.6

156.85204

-3.51738

0

-3.4971062

7813.7844

2952603.7
2954017.5
2955592.1

2956098

2957539.5

186

450

144.69355

-3.5158079

0

-3.4971056

8373.527

475
2957993.6

151.73885

-3.5167191

0

-3.4971061

7923.7656

500

151.63517

-3.5167055

0

-3.497106

7923.9714

525
2958213.2

148.20906

-3.5162625

0

-3.4971059

8034.6114

550
2958350.1

151.04907

-3.5166298

0

-3.4971061

7824.0197

575
2958930.6

150.05259

-3.5165009

0

-3.4971059

7855.1625

600

151.17027

-3.5166454

0

-3.497106

7763.3842

625

151.79899

-3.5167267

0

-3.497106

7676.4907

650
2958903.2

148.53189

-3.5163043

0

-3.4971059

7767.9477

675
2958988.8

148.68567

-3.5163242

0

-3.4971059

7717.7473

700

152.17702

-3.5167756

0

-3.497106

7521.3858

725

151.3282

-3.5166658

0

-3.497106

7519.5146

750
2959184.2

149.10823

-3.5163788

0

-3.4971059

7573.2093

775

150.53473

-3.5165633

0

-3.497106

7450.5567

800

150.68034

-3.5165821

0

-3.497106

7412.6447

825

149.97029

-3.5164903

0

-3.497106

7402.1263

850
2959220.9

149.98867

-3.5164927

0

-3.497106

7344.808

875
2959280.6

150.48203

-3.5165564

0

-3.4971059

7284.8265

2958061.7

2958068.9

2958692.2
2958818.8

2959708.2
2959252.5

2959053.2
2958919
2959134.6

187

900
2959194.6

151.61663

-3.5167032

0

-3.497106

7183.962

925

149.72855

-3.516459

0

-3.4971059

7230.6168

950
2960044.2

149.39471

-3.5164159

0

-3.4971059

7198.0936

975
2960047.9

150.67188

-3.516581

0

-3.497106

7090.9894

1000
2959901.2

150.46968

-3.5165548

0

-3.4971059

7071.8655

2959275.4

Loop time of 1134.15 on 2 procs for 1000 steps with 251250 atoms
Pair time (%) = 1021.18 (90.0395)
Neigh time (%) = 27.9676 (2.46596)
Comm time (%) = 15.4948 (1.36621)
Outpt time (%) = 0.394925 (0.0348213)
Other time (%) = 69.1089 (6.09347)
Nlocal: 125625 ave 125911 max 125339 min
Histogram: 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Nghost: 43323 ave 43609 max 43037 min
Histogram: 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Neighs: 4.67528e+06 ave 4.71569e+06 max 4.63487e+06 min
Histogram: 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Total # of neighbors = 9350558
Ave neighs/atom = 37.2162
Neighbor list builds = 46
Dangerous builds = 0

# Shock

188

velocity

piston set 0 0 10

# run

1

fix

5 piston setforce 0.0 0.0 0.0

#velocity

mobile ramp vx 0.0 5.0 y 1.4 18.6 sum yes

#unfix

3

#fix

3 mobile temp/rescale 300.0 300.0 10 10.0 1.0

#fix_modify 3 temp new2d

dump
1 all custom 1000
/users/bucao/lammps/mywork/work2/dump.shock2 x y z centro
dump_modify

thermo

1 scale no

100

reset_timestep 0
run

6000

Memory usage per processor = 93.0404 Mbytes
Step

Temp

E_pair

0 1304.7704 -3.5165548

E_mol Tot Eng

Press

0 -3.3479074 20598.618

Volume
2959772

100 2275.2552 -3.4502784

0 -3.1561914

72676.5 2930469.1

200 3513.0707 -3.3602677

0 -2.9061875 135335.79

300 4606.5722 -3.280506

0 -2.6850859 194528.51 2872074.3

2901056

189

400 5556.7635 -3.1911096

0 -2.472873 256479.39 2842352.9

500

0 -2.2569774 320099.81 2812951.3

6550.246 -3.1036261

600 7600.7448 -3.0164245

0 -2.0339941 385556.42

700 8680.5951 -2.9329187

0 -1.8109129 451782.59 2754055.8

800 9770.5112 -2.8490132

0 -1.5861308 519511.91 2725482.3

900 10841.398 -2.763594

0 -1.3622947 589313.09 2695601.9

1000 11856.141 -2.672938

0 -1.1404786 661395.88 2666106.4

1100 12936.001 -2.588266

0 -0.91622986 733906.06 2637064.1

1200 14001.286 -2.5011824

0 -0.69145339 808561.58 2607749.4

1300 15074.641 -2.4180017

0 -0.4695368 883956.53 2578399.4

1400 16144.511 -2.3313461

0 -0.24459569 962109.86 2548863.7

1500 17210.007 -2.2453546

0 -0.020883997 1041712.5 2519596.1

1600 18261.555 -2.1563734

0 0.20401448 1123916.9 2490357.2

1700 19318.532 -2.070256

0 0.4267509

1800 20365.277 -1.9815609

0 0.65074244 1293231.1 2431901.9

1900 21416.042 -1.8940365

0 0.87408299 1381135.5

2000 22488.496 -1.8101729

0

1.096566 1470179.9 2373006.1

2100 23532.454 -1.7211373

0

1.320538 1562880.9 2343919.1

2200 24561.461 -1.6308794

0 1.5437996 1658068.3 2314462.7

2300 25636.555 -1.5461639

0 1.7674758 1753954.6

2400 26741.328 -1.4638651

0 1.9925715

2500 27810.078 -1.3787196

0 2.2158577 1953550.8 2226489.5

2600 28851.984 -1.2914778

0 2.4377706 2057917.1 2196891.2

2700 29932.203 -1.2064918

0 2.6623796 2164038.8 2168241.5

2800 31003.186 -1.1213008

0 2.8860001 2273990.3 2138689.4

2900 32080.356 -1.0377171

0 3.1088127 2386297.7 2109154.8

3000 33148.326 -0.95228706

0 3.3322827 2502270.6 2079839.8

3100 34227.598 -0.86895559

0

3200 35282.541 -0.78316542

0 3.7772613 2743745.8 2021223.5

3300

36354.22 -0.69676346

0 4.0021826 2870392.7 1991961.9

3400 37422.939 -0.61123698

0 4.2258457 3000556.9 1962490.9

3500 38541.346 -0.53213874

0 4.4495031 3133507.9 1932870.5

3.555115

2783641

1207099 2461347.8
2402454

2285633

1852026 2256220.8

2620446 2050961.5

190

3600 39584.216 -0.44568562

0 4.6707519 3271558.7 1903635.2

3700 40631.708 -0.36163135

0 4.8901992 3413110.8 1874280.1

3800 42339.183 -0.36179809

0 5.1107313 3408558.3 1893496.5

3900 44569.778 -0.4321506

0 5.3286931

4000 46814.679 -0.50204141

0 5.5489658 3177366.2 2003711.4

4100 49073.563 -0.57584149

0 5.7671366 3059047.3 2065991.2

4200 51355.007 -0.6505364

0 5.9873285 2945434.7 2129552.7

4300 53662.561 -0.73025201

0 6.2058747 2837110.8 2193114.3

4400 55971.241 -0.80923127

0 6.4253026

4500 58289.424 -0.8905254

0 6.6436441 2637898.3 2320237.3

4600 60617.888 -0.9719415

0 6.8631924 2545750.3 2383798.8

4700 62934.814 -1.0519985

0 7.0826085 2459079.3 2447360.4

4800

0 7.3011808 2376501.8 2510921.9

65249.91 -1.1326628

3284909 1951304.7

2735060 2256675.8

4900 67570.212 -1.2143003

0 7.5194527

5000 69876.832 -1.2932926

0 7.7386014 2222958.8 2638044.9

5100 72214.541 -1.3767467

0 7.9573067 2150996.2 2701606.5

5200 74505.495 -1.4547432

0 8.1754262

5300 76796.157 -1.5344591

0 8.3917887 2018583.4 2828729.5

5400 79124.766 -1.6147627

0 8.6124682 1956106.1 2893255.6

5500

0 8.8323725 1896121.8 2958499.6

81437.86 -1.6938362

2297201 2574483.4

2083554

2765168

5600 83725.819 -1.7734219

0 9.0485158

5700 86024.897 -1.8521761

0 9.2669277 1783525.3 3088987.6

5800

0

88323.82 -1.9322449

1838556 3023743.6

9.484005 1730282.3 3154231.6

5900 90627.529 -2.0128184

0 9.7011963 1678519.4 3221241.3

6000 92869.828 -2.0917945

0 9.9120473 1624055.6

Loop time of 13137.6 on 2 procs for 6000 steps with 251250 atoms
Pair time (%) = 9916.72 (75.4833)
Neigh time (%) = 1023.06 (7.78724)
Comm time (%) = 1795.52 (13.667)
Outpt time (%) = 19.5214 (0.148591)

3296984
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Other time (%) = 382.807 (2.91382)
Nlocal: 125625 ave 182613 max 68637 min
Histogram: 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Nghost: 39460 ave 55161 max 23759 min
Histogram: 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Neighs: 5.10316e+06 ave 8.32732e+06 max 1.879e+06 min
Histogram: 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Total # of neighbors = 10206315
Ave neighs/atom = 40.6221
Neighbor list builds = 1200
Dangerous builds = 1200
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